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Foreword 
Standard techniques for  demographic analysis deal mostly in averages, and s o  
implicitly take populations as homogeneous. The standard life table tells us only 
that  at a given age, fo r  example, .99 (say) of the population will survive to the next 
age. Births a r e  expressed as children pe r  woman or s o m e  other  average. The ori- 
ginal r a w  data in the case of deaths are incapable of saying much about distribu- 
tions, since they can tell us only that M r .  A died at age z. Women can have m o r e  
than one birth, and so i t  is  possible to know the distribution of childbearing among 
women, but in fact  in the  usual form of compilation the data are stripped of infor- 
mation on distributions. 
While confining the analysis to averages is  convenient fo r  many purposes, i t  
also leaves out much. Birth rates a r e  the subject of policy, in s o m e  countries to 
raise below-replacement fertility, in other  countries to hold increase down to what 
the economy and ecology can stand. But if m o s t  of the children are borne by a (re- 
latively small) fraction of women, then those devising of policies will want to take 
account of this heterogeneity. 
IIASA has produced a series  of papers, authored by Anatoli Yashin and James 
Vaupel, dealing with the implications of heterogeneity in various fields. The 
present paper by Wolfgang Lutz takes an empirical turn; i t  assembles such data on 
childbearing as  shows distributions, particularly thcse collected in the World Fer- 
tility Survey. The present assembly of data and its analysis is a fur ther  s tep  for- 
ward in filling what has been a major gap in demographic analysis. 
Nathan Keyfitz 
Leader, Population Program 
Abstract 
This paper  studies t h e  heterogeneity of women with respec t  to achieved fertil- 
ity under a global perspective.  Besides t he  graphical analysis of Lorenz curves,  
the  proportion of women tha t  has  half t he  number of all  children is  used as a quan- 
t i tative indicator of concentration. The empirical basis fo r  this  paper  are mainly 
t he  World Fertility Survey da ta  f o r  41 less developed countries and 11 industrial- 
ized nations. This is  supplemented by o the r  sources  including the  Chinese one p e r  
thousand ferti l i ty survey. 
The study shows tha t  during the  course of demographic transition concentra- 
tion increases  while t h e  average  level of ferti l i ty decreases.  This strong negative 
association holds f o r  t i m e  se r i e s  of t h e  historical ferti l i ty decline in Germany and 
Austria and also very clear ly  fo r  t he  cross-section of 41 LDC's. The r ecen t  fertili- 
ty decline in China presents  a major exception from this  general pa t te rn  since i t  
w a s  not associated with increasing concentration. In modern European societies 
concentration has  been diminishing mainly because of an  approximation of r e a l  
par i ty  distributions to t he  relatively homogeneous expected family sizes. The fu- 
t u r e  t rend  of concentration in childbearing in l o w  ferti l i ty countries will mainly 
depend on the  ex ten t  of childlessness. 
The author  wants to thank James Vaupel and Dianne Goodwin f o r  stimulating 
discussions on concentration in human reproduction, and Nathan Keyfitz and Doug- 
las Wolf f o r  helpful comments on the  manuscript. Thanks are extended t o  Andreas 
Bakany f o r  his able  r e sea rch  assistance and to Susanne Stock f o r  skillful textpro- 
cessing and editing. Parts of t he  work presented in this study were supported by 
Grant No. P6006 of the  Austrian Science Foundation. 
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The Concentration of Reproduction: 
A Global Perspective 
1. THE HEA.SUBEId[ENT OF CONCENTRATION IN DEYOGBAPEIY 
1.1. Static and Dynamic Concentration 
Every real population is  heterogeneous with respec t  to various aspects:  indi- 
vidual survival, reproduction, migration, marriage, divorce,  etc. There are always 
some subgroups of the  population tha t  have a higher  r isk of death,  marriage, or 
divorce at cer ta in  ages.  There i s  also no population where all women b e a r  t he  same 
number of children. If w e  do not t ake  the  individual but  a total  (e.g. national) popu- 
lation as t h e  unit of observation, we also find considerable diversity among the  po- 
pulations in the  world, which in some cases i s  g r ea t e r ,  in o the r s  smaller, than the  
diversity within t he  populations. 
Dispersion and concentration are two notions tha t  are closely related.  Without 
dispersion in the  distribution t h e r e  is  no concentration and vice versa .  The ques- 
tions behind those two notions a r e ,  however, somewhat different: the  indicators of 
dispersion tell  us how strongly the  units of observation differ  from each o the r  with 
r e spec t  to t he i r  o u t p u t ,  whereas indicators of concentration tell us  how t h e  total 
o u t p u t  is  a t t r ibuted to individual units. 
Our speaking of concentration usually covers  t w o  quite different aspects.  W e  
may r e f e r  to dynamic concentration, i.e. the  process  of a distribution becoming 
m o r e  concentrated, or to s ta t ic  concentration. Stat ic  concentration observes  t he  
s ta tus  of t he  distribution at a given point in time. This second meaning seems to be  
much wider spread,  at least in the  economic l i t e ra ture  (see Bruckmann 1981). The 
analysis of concentration as a process  is  then usually done by a comparative stat- 
ics approach. This implies t he  calculation of s ta t ic  concentration measures at dif- 
fe ren t  points in time and the i r  comparative analysis. 
For demographic applications this s ta t ic  understanding of the word concen- 
tration also seems t o  be appropriate .  Demographers may study the  distribution at 
one point in time and then compare i t s  changes over  time. This seems eas ie r  t o  de- 
fine unambiguously than the  dynamic meaning which only would make sense under a 
spatial  perspective, e.g. concentrating troops in one place. The question of c l ea r  
definition is  crucial  to t h e  demographic application of concentration analysis. Un- 
like f o r  many economic questions, in population science i t  i s  less clear what is  the  
output and what a r e  the  producing units. A s  mentioned above, t he  units may be all 
individuals, individuals with cer tain character is t ics  (e.g women of a cer ta in  age 
group) o r  populations. The output may be virtually everything tha t  i s  measured in 
demography. Only nonrepeatable events tha t  occur  to everybody, such as death, 
are not appropriate  fo r  conaentration analysis, because t h e r e  cannot be any con- 
centration. But o the r  aspects of mortality, such as t he  concentration of child mor- 
tality among families, might well be studied. In this  context, however, we will only 
focus on the  concentration of fertility. The bir th  of a child is, on a global perspec- 
tive, i s  the  most often repeated demographic event (except perhaps fo r  local mi- 
grations) and its distribution has important consequences f o r  the  mother, the 
child, and the  population as a whole: population reproduction seems t o  be the  most 
appropriate  demographic field f o r  concentration analysis. 
Before discussing specific indicators of concentration w e  sti l l  must make 
another  important distinction: concentration may be understood in absolute o r  re- 
lative terms. Absolute concentration focuses on the output of a s m a l l  absolute 
number of the highest producing units, whereas relat ive concentration looks at t he  
proportion of t he  units tha t  produce tha t  output.  The essential empirical differ- 
ence is  tha t  if a g rea t  number of additional units with little output were added t o  
t he  total ,  t he  measure of absolute concentration should remain essentially un- 
changed, whereas relative concentration should increase significantly. This will be 
discussed in g r e a t e r  detail below. 
1.2. The A h l u t e  C o n c e n t r a t i o n  o f  Fert i l i ty  
Because of the  nature of demographic phenomena the  study of absolute con- 
centration i s  only reasonable and informative f o r  a very res t r ic ted  number of 
questions. Generally the  concept of relative concentration will be the appropriate  
one because demographic information i s  mostly related to t he  total  of t he  popula- 
tion o r  cer tain subgroups (age groups). One g rea t  advantage of measures of abso- 
lute concentration is tha t  they may be  applied to distributions tha t  are truncated 
at the  lower end (e.g. in tax records,  o r  lists of companies tha t  start at a certain 
size). In population statistics, however, this kind of da ta  problem usually does not 
exist. Furthermore, in demography the re  is a natural limit to concentration. The 
number of children women can b e a r  during the i r  lifetime i s  biologically limited and 
i t  is very small in relation to the total number of children borne in a society. 
Hence a small absolute number of even extremely fer t i le  women would never ac- 
count f o r  a sizable proportion of the total number of bir ths  in a society. 
With all  these reservations, t he re  a r e  a few questions in demography where 
the study of absolute concentration is informative if the  units of observation a r e  
aggregate populations instead of individuals. I t  is a meaningful statement to say 
tha t  in 1950-1955 more than one quar te r  of all  children in the  world where born in 
China, and tha t  China, India, and the Soviet Union accounted fo r  almost half of all  
bir ths  (see Table 1). Similar calculations can be made f o r  o the r  periods and the  
s tat ic  statements on absolute concentration may then be compared over  time. 
How can absolute concentration be measured adequately? Bruckmann (1969) 
specified four conditions which every indicator of concentration should meet; the  
f i r s t  t w o  hold for absolute and relative concentration as well, the  third and fourth 
a r e  differentiating cr i te r ia  between absolute and relative concentration: 
1. Indicators of absolute and relative concentration must be insensitive to pro- 
portional changes in the o u t p u t  p e r  unit; instead they should only depend on 
the  proportion of the total ou tpu t  produced by each unit. 
2. An increase of the  proportion p (A)  at the  expense of p ( B )  by a certain 
amount e should--given p ( A )  > p @)-lead t o  an  increase in the indicators of 
absolute and relative concentration (and vice versa). For maximum concentra- 
tion the  indicator should be equal to unity, and otherwise be g r e a t e r  or equal 
to zero. 
3. An increase in the  number of producing units by drawing from the s a m e  distri- 
bution should affect  t he  indicator of absolute concentration but not tha t  of 
relative concentration. In o the r  words, only the  indicator of absolute concen- 
t rat ion should depend on the  sample size. 
4. The inclusion of a g r e a t e r  number of producing units with very little o u t p u t  
should affect t he  indicator of absolute concentration only marginally, whereas 
the  indicator of relative concentration should respond markedly to such a 
change. 
Table la. Absolute concentration of average annual numbers of bir ths  by coun- 
t r ies  in 1950-1955. 
Proportion 
of total Conoentration 
Rank Number of births ratio 
order Country births ~ ( i )  Z P ( ~ )  
I China 26675 0.2647 0.2647 
2 India 17024 0.1689 0.4336 
3 USSR 4947 0.0491 0.4027 
4 USA 3946 0.0392 0.5128 
5 Indonesia 3573 0.0355 0.5573 
6 Brazil 2569 0.0255 0.5828 
7 Pakistan 2091 0.0207 0.6035 
8 Japan 2052 0.0204 0.6239 
9 Nigeria 1784 0.0177 0.6416 
10 Bangladesh 1769 0.0176 0.6591 
I1 Mexloo 1378 0.0137 0.6728 
12 Vietnam 1206 O.OU-0 0.6848 
13 Korea 1121 O . O l l 1  0.6959 
14 Philippines 1094 0.0109 0.7067 
15 Thailand 1016 0.0101 0.7168 
16 Egypt 1014 0.0101 0.7269 
17 Turkey 1003 0.0100 0.7368 
18 Iran 920 0.0091 0.7460 
19 Ethiopia 885 0.0088 0.7547 
20 Italy 870 0.0086 0.7634 
21 Franoe 829 0.0082 0.7716 
22 Great Britain 808 0.0080 0.7796 
23 GFR 807 0.0080 0.7876 
24 Poland 785 0.0078 0.7954 
25 Rep. of Korea 773 0.0077 0.8031 
Herftndahl-Index: 0.1079 
These c r i t e r i a  will be used as guidelines in t he  following evaluation of abso- 
lute (this section) and relative (next section) measures of concentration. 
The most often used indicator of absolute concentration, the  concentration 
rat io ,  is  defined as follows: l e t  a ( i )  be the  absolute amount of o u t p u t  produced by 
unit i , and m a cer ta in  small integer. Then 
For this r a t i o  t he  producing units a r e  ranked by o u t p u t  size and the m grea tes t  
producers  are compared to t he  rest of the  units. The selection of m is a rb i t r a ry .  
The r a t i o  tells us what proportion of the  total output is  produced by the  g rea t e s t  
3, 5, 10, 25, or more  production units. 
Table lb. Absolute concentration of average annual numbers of b i r ths  by coun- 
t r i e s  in 1975-1980. 
Proportion 
of total Conoentration 
Rank Number of births ratio 
order Country births ~ ( 2 )  c ~ ( i )  
1 India 23583 0.1893 0.1893 
2 China 21313 0.1711 0.3603 
3 Indonesia 5220 0.0419 0.4022 
4 USSR 4745 0.0381 0.4403 
5 Bangladesh 3889 0.0312 0.4715 
6 Nigeria 3751 0.0301 0.5016 
7 Brazil 3671 0.0295 0.5311 
8 USA 3621 0.0291 0.5601 
9 Pakistan 3569 0.0286 0.5888 
10 Mexioo 2433 0.0195 0.6083 
11 Vietnam 1995 0.0160 0.6243 
12 Japan 17!57 0.0141 0.6384 
13 Egypt 1583 0.0128 0.6512 
14 Phlllppines 1540 0.0124 0.6636 
15 Iran 1526 0.0122 0.6758 
16 Ethiopia 1507 0.0121 0.6879 
17 Korea 1478 O.Oll9 0.6998 
18 Turkey 1475 0.0118 0.7116 
19 Thailand 1380 0.0111 0 . W  
20 Burma 1264 0.0101 0.7328 
21 Zaire 1225 0.0098 0.7427 
22 SouthAfrica 1033 0.0083 0.7510 
23 Rep. of Korea 930 0.0075 0.7584 
24 Tanzania 885 0.0071 0.7655 
25 Kenya 855 0.0069 0.7724 
Herfindahl-Index: 0.0758 
In case of t he  global distribution of b i r ths  t he  concentration ra t ios  can be 
seen in Table 1 f o r  m ranging from 1 to 25. For t he  average  annual number of 
bir ths  in t he  period 1950-1955, the  top 25 countries accounted f o r  m o r e  than 80% 
of all  children born in t h e  156 countries considered by the  UN population statis- 
tics. This value declines to 77% in 1975-1980 and i s  projected to decline to 74% by 
1995-2000. These figures indicate a decrease  in absolute concentration of b i r ths  
among all  countries in the  world. As w e  can see from the  table this decline is  mainly 
due to t he  success of t he  bir th  control program in China, while in o the r  countries 
the  number of bir ths  i s  sti l l  increasing. The proportion of all bir ths  tha t  take 
place in China has been declining from 26.5% in 1950-1955 to 17.1% in 1975-1980; i t  
is  expected to decline fu r the r  to 15.3% in 1995-2000. The five countries with the  
highest numbers of kirths,  i.e. the  concentration r a t io  f o r  m = 5 ,  accounted f o r  
55.7% in 1950-1955, but only f o r  47.2% in 1975-1980, and the i r  contribution i s  ex- 
pected to decline to 43.0% in 1995-2000. 
This decline in absolute concentration can also be described by giving the  
number of countries tha t  account f o r  about half of all children born in the  world. 
These figures cannot be exac t  because countries may not be interpolated. In 1950- 
1955 t h r e e  countries accounted f o r  almost half of a l l  bir ths  in t he  world, in 1975- 
1980 i t  needed six countries to produce half the  children and in 1995-2000 i t  will 
be seven t o  eight countries. Two thirds  of t he  bir ths  w e r e  born in 11 countries in 
1950-1955, in 15 countries in 1975-1980, and will be born in 18 countries in 1995- 
2000. 
Hence, in o u r  case any selection of m observed ove r  time resul ts  in t he  same 
finding: absolute concentration of bir ths  among countries diminishes considerably 
during the  second half of t he  twentieth century. But not always t h e  selection of dif- 
fe ren t  m yields equivalent results.  For some distributions a cer ta in  m indicates a n  
increase in concentration whereas another  m may indicate a decrease.  This pro- 
per ty  of t he  concentration r a t io  is  clearly not desirable.  In o u r  case, even though 
all m indicated the  same direction of change, the  extent  of change measured still 
depended on the  a r b i t r a r y  selection of m . 
This deficiency in t h e  consistency of t he  concentration r a t io  may be overcome 
by considering al l  information given by the  distribution and not only tha t  of those 
at the  top of t he  list. Herfindahl (1950) f i r s t  provided a consistent indicator fo r  
absolute concentration. The Herfindahl index is defined by 
where p ( i )  again i s  the  proportion of output produced by unit i. In t he  case of 
maximum concentration, i.e. a l l  output being produced by one unit, this index 
reaches  unity. In the  case of no concentration, i.e. a n  even distribution, t he  Her- 
findahl index will be 1 / N ,  N being the number of units observed. The Herfindahl 
index meets all the conditions given above. Its minimum value of I/ N as compared 
to a possible value of ze ro  i s  not a disadvantage but even a necessity in o rde r  t o  
m e e t  condition 3, i.e. the  sensitivity of the  index to changes in the  sample size. 
Table lc. Absolute concentration of average annual numbers of bir ths  by coun- 
t r ies  in 1995-2000. 
Rank Number of 

































The Herfindahl index f o r  the th ree  periods is also given in Table 1. I t  con- 
firms the above finding that  absolute concentration declines significantly from 
1950-1955 to 1995-2000. I t  also becomes clear tha t  the decline w a s  markedly 
s t ronger  during the f i r s t  25 years  than the  expected decline over  the next qua r t e r  
century. The main reasons fo r  this lie in the dramatic Chinese fertility declines 
between 1965 and 1980 tha t  has  already reached such low levels, tha t  i t  cannot de- 
cline much fur ther .  Simultaneously to the  Chinese decline the  number of bir ths  in a 
large fraction of less developed countries, most prominently in India, has in- 
creased substantially, a fac t  tha t  brought about more evenness among the  coun- 
t r ies  with the  highest numbers of births, i.e. less concentration. For t he  period up 
to the end of t he  century, absolute numbers of bir ths  are expected to decline in 
several  large Asian countries, whereas they are projected t o  increase in par t s  of 
Latin America and especially strong in Africa. This will fu r the r  diminish the  dif- 
ferentials between the  largest  countries in terms of t h e  future sizes of t he i r  youth 
cohorts. 
1-3. The Eeiative Concentration of Fertility 
The major cr i ter ion t h a t  distinguishes relative concentration from absolute 
concentration is  tha t  measures of relative concentration should be also sensitive 
to the  addition of units at the  very end of the  list, ranking units by output. Sup- 
pose two populations, A and B, had exactly t he  same numbers of fer t i le  women and 
identical parity distributions but only population B had, in addition t o  t he  fer t i le  
women, a sizable number of childless women; then the  relative concentration of 
ferti l i ty in B should be  higher than that  in A although the  absolute numbers of chil- 
d ren  born and the i r  distribution are identical. 
The Lorenz c u m e  provides a natural  tool to describe relative concentration. 
Introduced by Lorenz (1905), i t  depicts t he  relationship between cumulated pro- 
ducing units and cumulated output units as fractions of t he  total of producing units 
and the  total  output. Because of this basic setup the  Lorenz curve  becomes t h e  
cent ra l  approach (see Piesch 1975) t o  t he  analysis of relative concentration. Al- 
most a l l  f u r the r  generalizations in t he  measurement of relative concentration take  
this approach and focus on specific features ,  e.g. t he  slope of t he  Lorenz curve  at 
different points. 
The Lorenz curve  clear ly r e f e r s  t o  relative concentration because on both 
axes t h e r e  are cumulated proportions: the  x-axis shows the  cumulated proportion 
of producing units, on t h e  y-axis tha t  of output units. If the  ranking of producing 
units by output is  done in a way tha t  puts the  most productive units t o  t he  left, then 
the  curve  comes to Lie above t h e  diagonal, otherwise below. Lorenz (1905) origi- 
nally gave curves t ha t  lie above the diagonal but especially in economic concentra- 
tion analysis t he  curves often lie below the  diagonal. Whether the  ranking goes 
f r o m  lowest t o  highest or highest to  lowest does not affect the  mathematics o r  the 
general setup of the curve. It only reflects the focus of the specific research, 
whether one is  more interested in the lower end (such as poverty analysis in 
economics) or in the upper end of the distribution. In the life sciences and animal 
ecology where questions of dominance play an important role (see Goodwin and 
Vaupel1985), researchers  mostly put the m o s t  productive at the beginning. 
Figure 1. Densities of children ever  born in Jordan, Portugal, and Cameroon t o  
ever-married women aged 40-49 (WFS). 
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Figures 1 to 5 show how the Lorenz curve may be built up by a graduation 
scheme (see Piesch 1975). Figure 1 gives t h ree  densities, indicating how women 
are distributed ove r  1 6  possible completed parit ies (0 t o  15 children) in t h ree  WFS 
countries with very different reproductive patterns: Jordan, Cameroon, and Portu- 
gal. Women aged 40-49 in Jordan at the time of the survey had the  highest ferti l i ty 
of all  countries considered with the mode at parity nine. In Cameroon the  pat tern 
is quite different mainly because of a high proportion being childless (15%). The 
distribution of women with more than one child peaks at parity seven in Cameroon. 
Portugal is an  example of a country tha t  has essentially completed the fertility 
transition. In Portugal completed marital fertility clearly peaks at parity two with 
more than 15% of the women each  at parities one and th ree  and around 10% at pari- 
ty four. 
Figure 2 gives t he  distribution functions of the  th ree  densities f o r  Jordan, 
Cameroon, and Portugal. This is simply done by cumulating the  densities ove r  al l  
par i t ies  from lowest t o  highest. Because of the concentration of women at lower 
pari t ies  in Portugal the distribution function the re  increases sharply. In Portugal 
women with 0 to 3 children already make up more than 70% of all  women. In Jordan 
the  corresponding figure i s  under 10%. Figure 3 next  gives the  inverted distribu- 
tion function with the  cumulated proportion of women now on the  x-axis and the  dis- 
tribution of children eve r  botn  on the y-axis. 
Figure 4 shows a modification of the  inverted distribution function where the  
x-axis i s  normed and adjusted t o  the f ac t  tha t  the categories of children e v e r  born 
contribute differently t o  the  total  number of children born. Hence y from Figure 
y . c  3 became y -, in Figure 4,  where c is  t he  density shown in Figure 1. 
mean of y 
Since Figure 4 may also be seen as a density with respec t  t o  the cumulated 
proportion of women, the  distribution function of this  density may be calculated by 
cumulating again along the x-axis. This transition to cumulated proportions of 
children on the y-axis yields the  Lorenz curve given in Figure 5. The fu r the r  the  
Lorenz curve lies from the  diagonal, the higher the  concentration. In o u r  example 
the distributions in Cameroon and Portugal are clearly more concentrated than 
tha t  in Jordan. 
The Lorenz curve is a very intuitive way to describe concentration and i t  
gives a complete picture of the  relationship between cumulated proportions of pro- 
ducing units and output units. In some instances however, i t  seems desirable to 
have the  concentration of a curve not only given by a graph but also calculate a 
Figure 2. Distribution functions f o r  the  t h r ee  densities from Figure 1. 
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single quantitative indicator of concentration. There are also cases where t he  
Lorenz curves cross ove r  each o t h e r  and w e  need some additional c r i t e r i a  to de- 
cide which distribution i s  higher  concentrated. 
Numerous indicators of relative concentration have been suggested in the  
l i terature .  A t  th is  point we will not give a survey of them. Since relative concen- 
t ra t ion is  directly a function of relative variance, many indicators of disparity,  
dissimilarity, and unevenness may also be  taken as indicators of t he  degree  of con- 
centration. Other concentration coefficients are directly based on the  Lorenz 
curve. Perhaps  the  best  known indicator of this  kind is  t he  Gini coeppicient. In 
terms of the  Lorenz curve  approach,  the  Cini  coeppicient is  twice the  area 
between the  concentration curve  and the diagonal (Foster 1985). 
The Gini coefficient has  the  advantage of summarizing the  complete informa- 
tion given by the  Lorenz curve. I t  may be used t o  compare the  degree of concen- 
tration of two different distributions; but i t  is  not easy t o  in te rpre t  i t  in terms of 
the  original data.  What does a Gini coefficient of .7 in the  distribution of bir ths  
mean in terms of cer ta in  fractions of women having cer ta in  proportions of all chil- 
dren born? 
Figure 4. Adjusted inverted distribution function (see text). 
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In this context i t  seems desirable to use an  analogon t o  the  concentration ra- 
tio, c, , which we introduced f o r  the  study of absolute concentration. The concen- 
tration r a t io  tells us what proportion of the  total output w a s  produced by a cer tain 
absolute number of producers.  For relative concentration w e  would ask f o r  the 
proportion of children produced by a cer tain proportion of women. These propor- 
tions may be called fractiles.  If women a r e  ordered by the i r  family size we may ask 
what proportion of women gave bir th  to 10% (.I  fractile), 50% (.5 fractile),  o r  90% 
(.9 fract i le)  of all children. These values may be readily seen from the  Lorenz 
curve. 
Figure 5. Lorenz curves resulting from cumulation of adjusted inverted distribu- 
tion functions. 
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Being very intuitive and easy t o  in te rpre t  as quantitative indicators of con- 
centration, the fract i les  have the  shortcoming of not reflecting all the information 
given in the  curve. The .1 fract i le  tells us what percentage of highest-fertility 
women gave birth t o  10% of all children. I t  mainly ref lects  the  distribution among 
very high-fertility women and does not tell much about the degree of concentration 
at the lower end of the distribution. The .9 fract i le  would suffer  from the  opposite 
shortcoming. The least amount of information would be lost when using the  .5 frac-  
tile because i t  i s  at the  cen te r  of the  distribution and ref lects  both the shape of 
the  curve before and a f t e r  the  .5 fractile.  
This may be  illustrated with the  help of Figure 5. Since in this  figure women 
were ranked from low ferti l i ty (at  the  left)  t o  high ferti l i ty,  t he  curve  lies below 
the  diagonal. But because in this study the  fract i les  will consistently be defined as 
percentages of a distribution ordered from highest to lowest. In Figure 5,  the x- 
f ract i les  should be  r ead  as l-x. Although t h e  Gini coefficients are at similar mag- 
nitude f o r  Portugal and Cameroon, the  curves look quite different.  In Cameroon 
the  curve  is  s t eepe r  f o r  high-parity women and less s teep  f o r  l ~ w - ~ a r i t ~  women, 
mainly because of high proportions of childless women. Because of this cross-over 
in the  concentration curves,  t h e  fract i les  from highest ferti l i ty down to about the  
center  of the  curve  indicate higher concentration f o r  Portugal and thereaf te r  
higher concentration f o r  Cameroon. In this specific case t he  .5 fract i le  indicates 
sti l l  somewhat higher  concentration f o r  Portugal since i t  is  above the  cross-over 
of the  two curves.  But generally the  correlation between t h e  Gini coefficient and 
the  -5 fract i le  should be higher than f o r  o the r  fractiles.  Empirical studies 
(Goodwin, Lutz, and Vaupel1906) on 4 1  less developed countries resul t  in correla- 
tion coefficients between the  Gini index and the  .5 fract i le  of above .9. 
Portugal and Cameroon are extreme cases in a way tha t  t he i r  normalized pari- 
t y  distributions (Figure 4) have very different shapes. I t  is interesting to fu r the r  
note the  differences in t he  curves f o r  Portugal and Cameroon. The curve f o r  Por- 
tugal is  initially s t eepe r  but then i t  crosses that  of Cameroon and flattens out. 
Thus the  curve f o r  Portugal initially shows more concentration than tha t  f o r  Cam- 
eroon but beyond t h e  crossover  point this situation is  reversed.  The flat  end on 
the  curve f o r  Cameroon indicates an extraordinarily high proportion of married 
women with completed pari ty  zero  (15.4%) and pari ty  one (9.6%). For most o the r  
countries in t he  world the  Lorenz curves are of similar shape (varying only in 
t he i r  distance from the  diagonal) and hardly cross.  
Vaupel and Goodwin (1985) call t he  fract i les  w e  defined h e r e  Have-statistics 
because they indicate what proportion of women has a certain proportion of chil- 
dren.  The .5 fract i le  in this terminology becomes the  have ha^, a name tha t  clear- 
ly indicates the meaning of t he  coefficient. Because of i t s  easy interpretation and 
the  f ac t  tha t  i t  i s  a consistent statistical measure (Goodwin and Vaupel 1985) tha t  
is  sensitive to not-proportional changes in any of t h e  values of t he  underlying fre-  
quency distribution, w e  will use t he  .5 fract i le  (interchangeably called Haveham 
as o u r  basic measure of relative concentration in t he  following analysis. 
2. RELATIVE CONCENTRATION OF FERTILITY AUING VABIOUS DEMOGRAPHIC 
DIMENSIONS 
2.1. Time 
Concentration analysis always r e f e r s  to the  distribution of output units 
among producing units. The output units are always bir ths  in this  study; the  pro- 
ducing units may be  individual women but  a lso aggregates  of women defined with 
r e spec t  to different demographic dimensions. With r e spec t  to historical time w e  
may define a given time unit (year,  month, day) as t he  producing unit and study 
the  distribution of b i r ths  ove r  those time units. With r e spec t  to age,  i.e. subjec- 
tive time, we may define cer ta in  years  of age  as producing units and observe t he  
distribution of b i r ths  ove r  ages.  An equivalent approach can be  taken when we 
study the  distribution of bir ths  ove r  marital durations. F'inally, not only temporal 
aggregates  but also spatial  aggregates  may be regarded as producing units. W e  
may f o r  instance look at t he  distribution of bir ths  o v e r  all countries in t he  world 
or over  all km2 of land on o u r  planet. 
In this section we will focus on the  distribution of b i r ths  ove r  historical time. 
Table 2 and Figure 6 show the  concentration of bir ths  on the  world ove r  ten  
thousands of years  from 8,000 B.C. to 2,000 A.D. The estimates f o r  t he  period be- 
fo re  modern demographic records became available are based on population sizes 
and average  annual increases  suggested in United Nations (1973), assuming a crude 
b i r th  rate of 50  p e r  thousand up to 1900 and later empirical figures. For  t he  
period 1950-2000 A.D., United Nations (1985) estimates and projections have been 
used. 
Table 2. Crude estimates of t he  distribution of total  b i r ths  between 8,000 B.C. and 
2,000 A.D. 
Total of Births 8,000 B.C. t o  2,000 A.D.: about 80 billion 
Fraotile Birth Time Period 
.5 40 billion BOO-1,000 A.D. t o  2,000 A.D. 
.25 20 billion around 1760 A.D. to 2,000 A.D. 
.10 8 billion 1931 A.D. to 2,000 A.D. 
The estimates suggest tha t  half of all children e v e r  born within these 10,000 
yea r s  have been born within the  last  1,000 years ,  i.e. one tenth of the  time con- 
sidered. Since world population growth has speeded up especially during the  last 
century t he  most r ecen t  percentiles show an  even g r e a t e r  discrepancy between cu- 
mulated bir th  and cumulated years:  10% of all b i r ths  w e r e  and will be  born during 
only 70 yea r s  from 1931 t o  2,000 A.D. These are only .07% of the  total time con- 
sidered. If w e  had not only t r ied t o  estimate t he  distribution of b i r ths  over  time 
but also tha t  of people alive at any point in time, t he  concentration would be  even 
g r e a t e r  because of significant improvements in live expectancy. 
If w e  want t o  base o u r  study on reliable records r a t h e r  than the c rude  esti- 
mates given above, w e  are res t r ic ted  to the  analysis of much s h o r t e r  time periods. 
Like Sweden, Finland has  reliable annual figures on ferti l i ty since 1722. The con- 
centration of b i r ths  over  t he  264 yea r s  of Finnish population history up t o  1985 
are also plotted in Figure 1. I t  tu rns  out tha t  32% of all yea r s  considered (i.e. 85  
years)  produced half of the  Finns born o v e r  t he  last 264 years .  The 85  most fer-  
t i le yea r s  do not include the  most r ecen t  yea r s  since 1968; they include years  from 
the middle of the  nineteenth century t o  t he  post-war baby boom. Even though the  
total ferti l i ty rate w a s  highest in the eighteenth century,  these ear ly  periods con- 
t r ibuted only relatively l i t t le t o  t he  total  number of b i r ths  because t he  size of t he  
population in 1750 w a s  less than one tenth of today's population size. But sti l l  t he  
264 years  of Finnish ferti l i ty history are much less concentrated than the 10,000 
years  of world history. 
Temporal variations of b i r ths  do not only occur  between years ,  they may also 
be  observed within a year .  In most countries b i r ths  show some distinctive seasonal 
pa t te rn  and also some variation between different days of t he  week. The seasonali- 
ty of b i r ths  seems t o  be  especially s t rong in a Northern climate (see Rantakallio 
1971) and in countries where t he  marriage pa t te rn  is  strongly seasonal. For  this  
reason w e  again selected Finland t o  demonstrate the concentration with respec t  t o  
t he  month of birth.  In 1976-a y e a r  with higher seasonal variation than more re- 
cent  years-53% of all b i r ths  occur red  within 50% of all months. In this calculation 
w e  adjusted f o r  t he  fac t  t ha t  months are of different length. By f a r  t h e  grea tes t  
numbers of children w e r e  born in t he  months of March and April, nine months a f t e r  
midsummer. A second smaller peak occur red  in September, nine months a f t e r  
Christmas. 
Figure 6. Lorenz curves f o r  the temporal concentration of fertility: ove r  the  
period 8,000 B.C. to 2,000 A.D. f o r  the world as a whole, f o r  1722-1985 
in Finland, and f o r  monthly variations within the  y e a r  1976 in Finland. 
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Very short-term variations in births,  namely variations by weekdays, a r e  not 
likely to depend on the  time of conception but r a t h e r  on the working hours in hos- 
pitals around the  time of bir th .  Table 3 gives t he  adjusted distribution of bir ths  
ove r  weekdays in Austria. The pat tern reveals tha t  on Sundays only 85% of the 
bir ths  occurred tha t  usually occur  on a n  average working day. On Saturdays this  
ra t io  i s  91%. I t  is  hard  to calculate a .5 fractile in t he  case of seven weekdays; but 
assuming an  even distribution tha t  52.1% of all  bir ths  a r e  born on the 3.5 days tha t  
have the highest bir th  frequencies. The Lorenz curve of the concentration of fer- 
tility among weekdays has almost exactly the same shape as tha t  f o r  the seasonal 
Table 3. Distribution of bir ths  over  weekdays: Austria, 1984. 
Absolute number* In peroent 
Monday 12.684 14.5 
Tuesday 13.318 15.3 
Wednesday 12.941 14.8 
Thursday 12.625 14.5 
Friday 12.868 14.8 
Saturday 11.702 13.4 
Sunday 11.065 12.7 
*adjusted for the aase that all weekdays ooour 52 times a year 
concentration. 
In summary w e  may say tha t  w e  found higher degrees of relative variation with 
respec t  t o  temporal changes when w e  observe longer periods of time than within 
s h o r t e r  time units. The distribution of bir ths  ove r  10,000 years  of global history 
i s  clearly one of the highest concentrated curves t ha t  can be found in t he  field of 
ferti l i ty analysis. Monthly and daily variations are minimal by these standards.  
2.2. Age 
The concentration of ferti l i ty with respec t  t o  subjective time, i.e. age, i s  very 
different from tha t  ove r  historical time. We do not evaluate the concentration 
within a period of time tha t  includes many demographic changes, but w e  observe 
the  distribution of bir ths  ove r  the  average life course of a r e a l  o r  synthetic 
cohort.  This distribution can  be  made subject to the analysis of s ta t ic  concentra- 
tion. Comparing the  s ta t ic  measures over  different cohorts  in different historical 
periods o r  different countries makes the  analysis one of comparative statics.  
When studying the  age  concentration of fertility w e  look at the  distribution of 
bir ths  ove r  the potentially fract i le  ages (15-49), rank single-year age  groups ac- 
cording to the i r  ferti l i ty and calculate what proportion of ages produces (single- 
yea r  age groups being the producing unit) a certain fraction of all  births.  Table 
4 shows f o r  selected less developed countries participating in WFS how many 
single-year age groups produce half the  number of children born t o  all women in- 
terviewed in the  survey. The f i r s t  t h r ee  columns give the  figures tha t  ref lect  the  
actual age distribution of women, column 4 gives age-standardized resul ts ,  i.e. the 
resul ts  f o r  a synthetic cohor t  disregarding mortality. Since w e  consider 35 age  
groups, 6 age groups mean a .5 fract i le  of .17 while eleven age groups indicate a 
value of -34 fo r  the havehaw. 
Table 4. Number of single-year age groups tha t  produced 50% of all  children in 
the yea r  before the  survey f o r  selected WFS countries. 
Total 
Rural women Urban women Total agestandardized 
Costa Rioa 9 5 7 8 
Kenya 9 7 9 ii 
Pakistan 9 6 9 9 
P e n  9 
Sri Lanka 8 
The table indicates tha t  the age concentration of ferti l i ty i s  higher among ur- 
ban women than among ru ra l  women. The total i s  usually close to the r u r a l  value 
because of high r u r a l  percentages in the populations considered. Age- 
standardization seems to make the distribution over  all  ages  in m o s t  cases more 
even. 
The difference between the  age concentration of Finnish ferti l i ty in 1776 and 
1983 plotted in Figure 2 l ies a l m o s t  parallel  to the  urban/rural differential ob- 
served in Table 4. In both cases  a lower level of ferti l i ty i s  associated with higher 
age concentration. An explanation f o r  this may be  found in the concepts of natural 
ferti l i ty and controlled fertility. A s  defined by Henry (1961) w e  may speak of na- 
tural  ferti l i ty if the  bir th  of a child does not depend on the number of children al- 
ready borne by the  mother. Since pari ty  and age strongly cor re la te  the  existence 
of natural ferti l i ty i t  may also be inferred from the  age  pa t te rn  of ferti l i ty if i t  i s  
concave, i.e. shows a relatively slow decline a f t e r  the  age of peak fertility. In 
contrast  t o  this, the  pat tern of controlled fertility produces a r a t h e r  pronounced 
peak with ferti l i ty sharply declining a f t e r  the peak ages. Because of this  a natural 
ferti l i ty pat tern like tha t  in Finland in 1776 or in many r u r a l  less developed popu- 
lations today i s  expected to show only a weak age concentration as compared to  po- 
pulations with widespread use of birth control methods. 
In Figure 7 the age concentration curves f o r  the two high ferti l i ty 
populations-Kenya in the  1970s and Finland in 1776--contrast against the pat tern 
of much higher concentration f o r  the  low ferti l i ty of Finland in 1983. For Finland 
where we have annual time-series of age-specific fertility r a t e s  f o r  more than 200 
Figure 7. Lorenz curves f o r  the age concentration of bir ths  (considering ages 
15-49) in Kenya (WE'S), Finland 1776, and Finland 1983. 
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years ,  we may follow this development and identify the  period during which the  
transition from low to high age  concentration took place. Figure 8 plots the total  
ferti l i ty rate against the  .5 fract i le  of ages f o r  67 three-year periods in I?inland1 
f o r  1776-1976. W e  can see tha t  until around 1930 the  age  concentration did not 
show any lasting increase despite a strong decline in the  total ferti l i ty rate from 
w e l l  above 5 to under 2.5. For the pre-industrial period w e  see some short-term 
fluctuations that  had no lasting effect.  The secular increase in age concentration 
'since only five-year age groups ere given, we had to interpolate to single-year age groups. 
s ta r ted  about 20 years  a f t e r  the onset of the  g rea t  ferti l i ty decline. I t  is also in- 
teresting t o  notice tha t  the post-war baby boom tha t  peaked around 1947 in Finland 
w a s  associated with higher total  fertility rates but not with a r e tu rn  to a pre-  
modem shape of the  curve  of age-specific fertility rates (see Lutz 1984). Since 
1960 the  pa t te rn  of age-specific rates has become even more focused around 25, 
the cu r r en t  age of peak ferti l i ty in Finland. The increasing concentration of child- 
bearing within a relatively s h o r t  age span is typical f o r  m o s t  industrialized coun- 
t r i e s  (see Lutz and Yashin 1987). 
2.3. Marital Duration 
Another aspec t  of the  subjective time dimension tha t  is of high relevance f o r  
ferti l i ty variations ove r  t he  life cycle is marital duration. W e  know that  age and 
marital duration e x e r t  independent influences on ferti l i ty (see e.g. Page 1977 and 
Hobcraft and Casterline 1983) and tha t  t he re  i s  some interaction between those t w o  
variables. When women marry late--as in the case of the GFR in Table 5-and the  
overall  level of ferti l i ty i s  low, then the bulk of children tends t o  be born within 
the  f i r s t  few years  of marriage. The case  of Nepal shows the  o the r  extreme where 
women marry at a very  young age (often before sexual maturity) and almost  no 
voluntary family limitation takes place over  the  life course. In such a case child- 
bearing i s  concentrated around some cent ra l  marital duration of 10-14 years .  
For Peru  the  distribution ove r  marital durations is somewhat less concentrat- 
ed than in Nepal, mainly because of a higher age at marriage which resul ts  in 
higher birth frequencies during the  f i r s t  0-4 years  of marriage. Marital ferti l i ty 
in Portugal shows the  m o s t  even distribution of the  four  countries considered 
here: with a substantially l o w e r  age at marriage than in Germany and some degree 
of voluntary childspacing combined with a r a t h e r  s t rong heterogeneity of the  po- 
pulation with respec t  to the  quantum and timing of births.  Portugal has the  Lorenz 
curve  tha t  lies closest t o  the  diagonal. 
In Figure 9 the  German distribution of bir ths  ove r  marital duration in 1983 i s  
by f a r  the most concentrated one: in the  German Federal Republic more than 57% 
of all marital b i r ths  occur  during the  f i r s t  four  yea r s  of marriage. A s  has been 
hinted at above, this is not only because of the high age  at marriage (27.2 f o r  wom- 
en  in 1983) but also because of the  f ac t  tha t  many couples have only one child, and 
if they have two they often t r y  t o  space them close to each other .  All in all, w e  can  
say tha t  marital duration concentrations of ferti l i ty vary within the  s a m e  range as 
Figure 8. Changes in the relationship between the  age concentration of ferti l i ty 
and the  total ferti l i ty rate in Finland 1776-1976 (in three-year steps). 
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age  concentration: both depend crucially on the  ferti l i ty and nuptiality pat tern of 
the  population concerned. 
2.4. Space 
W e  may not only consider temporal aggregates as units tha t  produce children 
but w e  might as w e l l  think of spatial  entities as bringing about children. In the  
section on absolute concentration w e  already considered nations as producing un- 
its. The same approach may also be taken f o r  the analysis of relative concentra- 
tion. 
Table 5. Fraction of children born to certain marital durations of all children 
born up to duration 25-29. 
0-4 3-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 2529 
GFR .573 291 .lo6 .025 .004 .001 
Nepal .OBI 216 .250 -216 .I50 .086 
Figure 1 0  plots the  Lorenz curves f o r  the 100 countries t ha t  produce most 
births.  The figure shows curves  f o r  1950-1955 and 1995-2000. The Lorenz curve 
f o r  1975-1980 comes to between those two curves.  In all  cases  t he  People's Repub- 
lic of China is to the  very le f t  because i t  contributes by f a r  t he  largest  proportion 
of births.  W e  s e e  tha t  in 1995-2000 China i s  supposed to contribute a smaller f rac-  
tion to the  total number of children born on ea r th  than in 1950-1955. This i s  a ma- 
jor reason f o r  the f ac t  t ha t  the  1995-2000 curve lies c loser  t o  the  diagonal and 
hence i s  less concentrated. 
Countries are of very different size and i t  i s  not at al l  surprising tha t  large 
countries contribute a higher fraction of a l l  births.  For this reason i t  seems  
desirable from a spatial  point of view t o  take a country's area into account. We 
then may ask what proportion of all km2 of land on e a r t h  produces what proportion 
of children. This i s  done by calculating a b i r th  d e n s i t y  f o r  each  country (i.e. 
bir th  p e r  km2) and ranking the  countries according to tha t  density. After ranking, 
the  countries must be weighted again by the  land area they cover  in o r d e r  to cal- 
culate fractiles. 
From Table 6 w e  see t h a t  only less than 1% of land area produces 10% of all  
children; exactly 10% of all  land produces half the  children, and less than half of 
the  land produces 90% of al l  children. This indicates already a very  high concen- 
tration of bir ths  with respec t  to spatial  distribution. In o r d e r  to calculate this we 
had to make one very  restr ic t ive and unrealistic assumption, namely tha t  within 
each nation bir ths  are evenly distributed over  all  km2. Especially f o r  countries 
like the Soviet Union o r  nations with high fractions of the i r  t e r r i t o ry  being deser t  
o r  rain forest ,  this is very misleading. In reality the  spatial  concentration of 
bir ths  is much higher,  especially if we consider the  g rea t  urban agglomerations 
separately.  
Figure 9. Lorenz curves  f o r  the  concentration of b i r ths  along six marital dura- 
tion categories  (see Table 4) f o r  the  German Federal Republic in 1983, 
and the  W F S  da ta  f o r  Portugal, Peru,  and Nepal. 
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Without going into t he  vast geographical l i t e ra ture  on spatial  distribution, i t  
shall  b e  pointed out  tha t  t he  distribution of b i r ths  in some respec t  is  more impor- 
t an t  than the  distribution of living people. The spatial  distribution of b i r ths  is  cru- 
cial  f o r  future  food supply, industry, and education-all fac tors  t ha t  a f fec t  the 
s tandard of living and the  level of development. 
Figure 10. Lorenz curve f o r  the 100 countries that  produce the most births,  
1950-1955 and 1995-2000. 
2.5. Individual Women 
So f a r  w e  had looked at temporal and spatial  aggregates tha t  produced chil- 
dren. These w e r e  all aggregates of women tha t  gave bir th  to children at different 
times, different ages,  different marital durations, and in different places. These 
aggregates all  showed specific macro-aspects of the  distribution of births.  To 
study the  concentration of reproduction in a specific group of women at a specific 
time and place, however, w e  have t o  go back t o  the micro level and consider the 
original producing unit: the  individual woman. 
Table 6. Cumulated proportions of land a rea  on ear th  (ranked f r o m  highest bir th  
dens i t y  to lowest) producing certain fractiles of all births in the world. 
Fraotiles of Peroentage of total area  produoing 
births certain fractiles of births 
All the remaining sections of this study will focus on the concentration of fer- 
tility among individual women in certain countries or socio-economically defined 
subpopulations in certain historical periods. Since i t  takes not only a woman but 
also a man t o  produce children, one might ask why we should not also look a t  the 
distribution of births among men. There a r e  t w o  reasons f o r  treating this question 
only marginally: f i rs t ,  t he re  a r e  almost no data available on male fertility and 
male  parity distributions, and secondly in the vast majority of cases male  and fe- 
male completed parity can be expected t o  be identical, especially when w e  look a t  
marital fertility. 
Before going into a more detailed study of the concentration among women at 
different stages of the demographic transition process and in different socio- 
economic groups, we shall stress one important demographic aspect following the 
variation in the distribution of family sizes. Among several authors Goodman, Key- 
f i b ,  and Pullum (1975) and Preston (1976) pointed at the difference between the 
mean family size from the women's perspective and from the children's perspective 
in the case that  not all women have the s a m e  number of children. 
Preston (1976) formalized this relationship in the following way: Let f ( z )  be 
the proportion of women with completed parity z. Then the  mean family size fo r  
women is  
where n is the maximum parity considered. The average family size f o r  children 
then is: 
Figure 11. Lorenz curves f o r  proportions of land area on e a r t h  producing cer- 
tain fract i les  of all births. 
CLIM. PROP. OF SQUARE KM 
where the weight in the summation represents  the proportion of children from fam- 
ilies of size z . 
I t  can be shown (Preston 1976) that  the difference between women's mean fam- 
ily size (z) and children's mean family size (c)  i s  a function of the variance of the 
distribution: 
where 0: i s  the variance of the  distribution of family sizes among women. 
Vaupel and Goodwin (1986) extend Preston's a lgebra a bit  by giving the  mean 
ratio: 
where I is  the square of the  coefficient of variation of the  distribution of women 
by number of children. That is 
I was introduced by Crow (1958) f o r  a summary measure of unevenness of a distri- 
bution. 
This difference between the mean family sizes f o r  women and children has 
severa l  demographic and non-demographic consequences tha t  will be considered at 
a later point. 
The following sections wi l l  give empirical studies of the  concentration of fer- 
tility among individual women. The study of distributional aspects  of ferti l i ty 
seems to be a necessary complement t o  the  usual study of average levels of fertili- 
ty,  especially during periods of demographic transformations tha t  will give s o m e  
surprising results.  
3. DEMOGRAPHIC TRANSITION AND CONCENTRATION 
3-1. Marital Fertility in Germany and Austria from the Late 1800's to 1939 
This section will focus on changes in the relative concentration of ferti l i ty 
during the course of demographic transition. W e  want t o  look at the  relationship 
between the  average level of ferti l i ty in a certain population at a point in time and 
the concentration of the  distribution of children among women. Wherever possible 
w e  would like to observe this relationship separately f o r  different social-economic 
s t ra ta .  
I t  is  not easy to find data  on completed pari ty  distributions f o r  the  pre-  
modern period in Europe f o r  women differentiated by cer tain socio-economic 
characteristics.  In m o s t  cases censuses, regis ters ,  or other  sources of informa- 
tion give only distributions of children current ly living in t he  s a m e  household. 
There a r e ,  however, several  sources of data  tha t  provide the  necessary informa- 
tion, mostly censuses at the beginning of o u r  century tha t  asked the  question of 
children eve r  born t o  all  women covered by the  census. If this information is bro- 
ken down by bir th  or marriage cohort  of the  woman and possibly by some socio- 
economic variables, i t  offers  a grea t  possibility f o r  studying differentials in the  
relationship between the  level of fertility and distributional disparity as measured 
by concentration. 
One such data  set tha t  is sti l l  virtually unknown by demographers is the  Ger- 
man census (Reichsfamilienstatistik) of 1939. In the whole area tha t  belonged to 
the  German Reich in 1939 (including Austria) married women were asked f o r  t he  
number of children they had borne during the i r  life and f o r  the  year  when they 
had f i r s t  married. Sp ree  (1982, 1984) grouped those women into several  marriage 
cohorts  and distinguished between 64 occupational categories of husbands. Spree  
(1984) gives parity distributions up t o  parity five and more and mean numbers of 
children p e r  woman (calculated from a longer parity distribution) f o r  all  occupa- 
tional categories and th ree  marriage cohorts  tha t  may be considered as having 
completed fertility: the  cohor t  of women tha t  married before 1905, between 1905 
and 1910, and between 1920 and 1924. Since the mean age  at marriage w a s  above 
25 f o r  women around tha t  time, even tha t  las t  cohort  should have a l m o s t  completed 
the i r  reproductive carrier by 1939. 
Table 7 gives measures of ferti l i ty and reproductive concentration fo r  the  
th ree  marriage cohorts  and 13 selected occupational groups. The mean number of 
children eve r  born declined significantly in all social groups. For those who m a r -  
Table 7. Concentration of ferti l i ty among marriage cohorts  by occupational 
groups f o r  Germany and Austria (German census of 1939). 
Mean number Mean number 
of  c h i l d r e n  of  c h i l d r e n  
Occupa t ion  Y e a r  of  Mothers '  po ln t  Ch i ld ren ' s  p o i n t  
o f  husband m a r r i a g e  of  v i e w  o f  v i e w  Havehalf  
L a b o r e r s  i n  b e f o r e  1905 6.0 7.6 0.31 
a g r i c u l t u r e  1905-1910 5.2 6.7 0.30 
1920-1924 3.5 4.9 0.26 
Independent  b e f o r e  1905 5.6 7.5 0.29 
f a r m e r s  1905-1910 4.7 6.7 0.27 
M i n e r s  b e f o r e  1905 5.7 
1905-1910 4.9 
1920-1924 2.9 
C o n s t r u c t i o n  b e f o r e  1905 5.2 
w o r k e r s  1905-1910 4.4 
1920-1924 2.9 
Self-employed b e f o r e  1905 4.4 
c r a f t s m e n  1905-1910 3.5 
1920-1924 2.2 
Self-employed i n b e f o r e  1905 4.4 
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n  1905-1910 3.3 
1920-1924 2.0 
W o r k e r s  i n  b e f o r e  1905 4.3 
i r o n  and m e t a l  1905-1910 3.4 
i n d u s t r y  1920-1924 2.1 
Self-employed b e f o r e  1905 4.0 
i n n k e e p e r s  1905-1910 3.0 
1920-1924 1.8 
Church  b e f o r e  1905 3.9 
o f f l c i  a l s ,  1905-1910 3.4 
m i n i s t e r s  1920-1924 2.7 
C i v i l  s e r v a n t s  b e f o r e  1905 3.5 5.2 0.25 
w i t h  r a i l r o a d  1905-1910 2.9 4.4 0.25 
and p o s t a l  service 1920-1924 1.9 3.5 0.22 
Independent  b e f o r e  1905 3.1 5.1 0.22 
a r t i s t s ,  1905-1910 2.3 4.3 0.20 
a c t o r s ,  etc. 1920-1924 1.4 3.7 0.15 
U n i v e r s i t y  b e f o r e  1905 2.7 
p r o f e s s o r s  1905-1910 2.6 
and  d e a n s  1920-1924 1.9 
Self-employed b e f o r e  1905 2.6 
p h y s i c i a n s  1905-1910 2.5 
1920-1924 2.0 
All b e f o r e  1905 4.7 
1905-1910 3.6 
1920-1924 2.3 
Souroe of data: Spree (1934). 
ried before 1905, agricultural workers and miners and independent farmers had, 
on the average, more than 5.5 children. The lowest fertility w a s  found among the 
families of self-employed physicians and university professors, social elites that  
had anticipated the fertility decline. Concentration for the cohort that  had m a r -  
ried before 1905 w a s  lowest in the  highest fertility groups: 31% of families of agri- 
cultural laborers had half the number of children born to families in that  group. 
Only 4% of such families had remained childless, while 64% had five o r  more chil- 
dren. The distribution w a s  similar among independent farmers, miners, and con- 
struction workers. For m o s t  other occupational groups the concentration coeffi- 
cient (Haveha&f) ranges f r o m  22% t o  20%. 
Couples who had married between 1905 and 1909 had, on the average, m o r e  
than one child less than those who married before 1905. The concentration of 
reproduction also increased in most occupational groups. This implies that  some 
members of the groups moved faster  towards the new fertility regime than others, 
thus increasing the relative variance. Among our  selected 1 3  occupational groups, 
only for church officials and m i n i s t e r s  did the completed parity distributions be- 
come m o r e  even. 
Figure 12 plots the  relationship between the  average level of fertility p e r  
couple and the concentration of the distribution for the 1 3  selected groups and the 
total of all occupational groups together for the  three  different marriage cohorts 
considered. The figure also gives regression lines for the association within each 
cohort that w e r e  calculated by giving equal weight t o  all occupational groups. W e  
clearly see  a positive association between the havehaw and the  level of fertility 
within cohorts and over time. In other  words, lower average fertility was associat- 
ed with higher concentration. 
Figure 1 3  shows the change in the association over time within four selected 
occupational groups and the  total. For all occupational groups together the de- 
clines in average fertility and the  havehaW w e r e  almost exactly proportional f r o m  
the cohort married before 1905 t o  that  of 1905-1909 and that  of 1920-1924, i.e. the 
association was linear. For other  occupational groups, especially the big ones of 
agricultural laborers  and miners, the lines of development a r e  almost parallel t o  
the  total, but starting a t  different levels of fertility and concentration. The 
groups of independent ar t is ts  and actors  and that of professors and university of- 
ficials show an even steeper increase of concentration with declining average fer- 
Figure 12. Relationship between mean family size p e r  woman and the .5 fract i le  f o r  
different occupational groups in Germany and Austria and marriage 
cohorts  (before 1904 to 1920-1924). 
w e a n  f a m l  l y o l z e  / u o m a n  
0-1904 A1905-09 01920-24 X r e g  -1904 + r e g  1920-24 
tility. For those groups as many as 22% (professors) and 35% (artists) of the m a r -  
riage cohor t  1920-1924 w e r e  childless in 1939. 
This pa t te rn  of lower concentration in high ferti l i ty groups resul ts  in a more 
even picture of mean family sizes from the children's perspective than from the  
women's perspective f o r  the cohort  married before 1905. Children of independent 
farmers  had, on the  average. 6.5 bro thers  and s is ters ,  children of church officials 
4.8, children of innkeepers 5.3, and children of construction workers 5.7. Only 
families of physicians and professors lie outside this pat tern with both ferti l i ty 
Figure 13. Changes in the  association between concentration and the  level of fer- 
tility ove r  time f o r  selected occupational groups f o r  cohorts  married 
before 1904, 1905-1909, and 1920-1924 in Germany and Austria. 
and concentration r a t h e r  low. Consequently, the child of a physician who had mar- 
ried before 1905 had only 2.6 brothers  and s i s te rs  on the average. 
The s a m e  t rend  continued between 1905-1909 and 1920-1924. For severa l  oc- 
cupational categories the  mean number of children p e r  couple had fallen to 2.0 or 
below. With 1.4 children p e r  couple, independent a r t i s t s  and actors w e r e  even well 
below the  ferti l i ty of physicians and professors,  and showed extremely high con- 
centration; this w a s  mainly due t o  childlessness among 35% of the  couples. A t  the 
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age. Concentration also continued to increase in most occupational groups. I t  i s  
interesting to notice t ha t  t he  concentration within t he  aggregate  of all 64 occupa- 
tional groups in t he  pre-1905 marriage cohort  w a s  about t he  mean of t he  values of 
the  .5 f ract i le  of t he  individual groups. For t he  marriage cohor t  of 1920-1924, 
however, the  aggregate  i s  c lear ly  higher concentrated than the  majority of the  oc- 
cupational groups taken separately.  This indicates t ha t  variation between the  
various occupational groups had increased even s t ronger  than t h e  variation within 
those groups. 
Another interesting finding i s  t ha t  the  marital ferti l i ty transit ion in Germany 
and Austria w a s  much less significant from the children's perspective than from 
the couple's point of view: while the  mean number of children p e r  couple declined 
by more than half between the  pre-1905 and the  1920-1924 marriage cohorts,  the  
mean family size f o r  children declined by only 38% on the  average.  
In t he  following section w e  will study if this pa t te rn  of increase in concentra- 
tion i s  only t r u e  f o r  t he  historical ferti l i ty transition in today's industrialized 
countries or if equivalent pa t te rns  may be observed in t he  countries t ha t  cur ren t -  
ly experience t he i r  secular  fer t i l i ty  transition. 
3.2. Time Series for Selected Lwa Developed Countries 
For countries t ha t  are still in t he  process  of t he  secular  ferti l i ty transition i t  
i s  very  difficult to find da ta  tha t  indicate t rends in t he  distribution of children 
among mothers over  t he  course of t he  ferti l i ty decline. One possible source  of in- 
formation are census questions tha t  ask f o r  the  number of children e v e r  born to 
women of different ages. Comparing subsequent bir th  cohorts  as w e  did f o r  subse- 
quent marriage cohorts  in t he  previous section can give us information on t rends 
in the level of ferti l i ty as w e l l  as i t s  concentration. 
Only f o r  a few less developed countries completed par i ty  distributions by age 
are provided by official censuses. Table 8 l ists some of these countries. The da ta  
come from the special  topic tables  on nuptiality of t he  United Nations Demographic 
Yearbook (1981). For Costa Rica, Republic of Korea, and Libya the  female popula- 
tion i s  broken down by place of residence; f o r  Bolivia, Egypt, and Fiji the  da ta  
r e f e r  to the  total  female population. The information provided may be  subject  to 
age misreporting and par i ty  misreporting which, especially at higher ages,  might 
be  significant. Women above age 65 or even 75 might forget  to mention some bir ths  
especially if t he  child died at a young age. Another possible bias i s  selectivity (by 
mortality) with respec t  t o  achieved fertility. 
In t e r m s  of period ferti l i ty the  pa t te rn  shown in these data  mainly r e f e r s  t o  
the  time from 1920 to the  late 1960s when the women considered w e r e  in t he i r  
prime childbearing ages. In all  populations considered he re ,  with the  exception of 
urban Korea, t he  average level of fertility seems t o  have increased ove r  time at 
least from the age  groups 60-64 t o  45-49. This increase is m o s t  pronounced in 
Egypt and Libya where the  mean completed family size increases  by almost one 
child. From the given data  i t  i s  difficult to assess whether this  increase w a s  r e a l  
o r  a consequence of differential parity misreporting by age. In s o m e  populations 
such as urban Costa Rica and Fiji, w e  observe a slight decline in mean family sizes 
from the  age  groups 70-74 to 60-64. Since w e  could expect  par i ty  underreporting 
t o  be most serious in the  oldest age groups, this may be seen as evidence against a 
very s t rong effect  of misreporting. But probably the  pa t te rn  i s  different in every 
culture. 
I t  does not seem too unreasonable to assume a slight increase in fertility 
between about 1930 and 1950. I t  i s  often observed tha t  before t he  fertility transi- 
tion the  average level of ferti l i ty increases  somewhat because of higher fecunda- 
bility due to improved health conditions and sti l l  very high desired family sizes and 
the  lack of bir th  control (see e.g. Easterlin 1978). Only in the  case of urban popu- 
lations in Korea do w e  see t he  onset of the  ferti l i ty transition resulting in marked- 
ly lower average family sizes f o r  women aged 45-49 than women aged 55-59 in 1975. 
Generally the  concentration of ferti l i ty does not change dramatically over  the  
more than 30 years  from the  cohorts  aged 75 and more t o  those aged 45-49, but 
some decrease of concentration is visible in every country considered. I t  i s  m o s t  
pronounced in Egypt where the  .5 fract i le  increases from .23 to .28 while the  mean 
number of children p e r  woman increases from 4.25 to 5.23. Hence this i s  con- 
sistent with the finding from the  previous section tha t  higher ferti l i ty i s  associated 
with lower concentration, but this time the  t rend goes in the  o the r  direction than 
tha t  f o r  the  marital ferti l i ty transition in Germany and Austria. An explanation fo r  
this decrease in relative variation is t ha t  differences in fecundability-the major 
source of variation in natural ferti l i ty populations-diminished due t o  improved 
health conditions. This resulted in a decline in the proportion of women childless 
o r  with low completed parit ies.  In Egypt the  proportion childless declined from 
18% (age 60+) to 9% (age 45-49). On the  upper  end of the distribution women al- 
ready close t o  the  maximum ferti l i ty possible in t he  specific culture with given 
birth spacing pract ices ,  etc. ,  could hardly increase the i r  ferti l i ty fur ther .  This 
Table 8. Mean family sizes and concentration of parity distributions for women 
beyond reproductive age in selected LDC's. 
Country, year of oensus Age group Mean/woman Mean/ohild .5 fraotile 
Bolivia, 1976 45-49 6.08 8.09 0.29 
50-54 5.97 8.09 0.29 
55-59 5.90 8.05 0.29 
60-64 5.58 7.82 0.28 
65+ 5.42 7.73 0.27 
Costa Rioa, 1973 
Urban 
Costa Rim, 1973 
Rural 
Egypt, 1976 
Pi Ji, 1976 
Korea, Rep. of, 1975 
Urban 






made the  distribution of children eve r  born more even and consequently reduced 
the  concentration of reproduction. 
In the  case of urban Korea (see also Figure 14)  the  beginning of the  ferti l i ty 
transition also meant a reversa l  of the decreasing t rend  of concentration. The in- 
troduction of bir th  control tended to increase relative variation again. 
3.3. A Cross-Sectional V i m  on 41 Leas Developed WFS Countries 
A more reliable and complete source of data  than the  few censuses with age- 
specific information on the  number of children e v e r  born i s  given by the  World 
Fertility Survey. For these data  a tremendous amount of work was  invested (Cle- 
land and Hobcraft 1985) to check the consistency and accuracy of information 
given. For this reason the  World Fertility Survey is t he  best body of standardized 
information on fertility f o r  a large number of less developed countries. 
In this section w e  want to utilize the information on children eve r  born by 
ever-married women aged 40-49 at t he  time of the survey f o r  the analysis of rela- 
tive concentration. The Lorenz curves given in Figure 15 already indicates the  
la rge  different iah between countries in terms of the  concentration of reproduc- 
tion within the i r  populations. Since w e  have only one age group and one point in 
time p e r  country w e  cannot study the demographic transition in a longitudinal 
manner. Instead w e  take a cross-sectional approach and re la te  the  findings t o  r e a l  
t rends under the  assumption tha t  essentially all  countries follow a similar pat tern 
but stand at the  time of the  survey at different s tages of t he i r  ferti l i ty transition. 
Figure 14. Relationship between average par i ty  and the concentration of repro-  
duction in five selected less developed populations f o r  age groups 40- 
49 to 75+ (for data ,  see Table 8). 
HH-MEAN FOR AGE GROUPS 46- 
The f la t tes t  curves  in Figure 15, or those closest  to t he  diagonal, display the  
relatively l o w  concentration of reproduction in Jordan and r u r a l  Tunisia. The m o s t  
bowed curves,  or those fur thes t  from the  diagonal, represen t  t he  relatively high 
concentration of reproduction in urban Portugal and among women with s o m e  
schooling in Venezuela. In o t h e r  words, total  b i r ths  are relatively evenly distribut- 
ed  among the  females of Jordan and r u r a l  Tunisia, whereas in Portugal and 
Venezuela they are concentrated in a smaller portion of all women belonging to  t he  
subpopulation studied. A s t eep  beginning of the  curve,  such as tha t  f o r  Portugal,  
indicates tha t  a small f ract ion of high par i ty  women accounts f o r  a l a rge  fraction 
Table 9. Mean family sizes from the women's perspective: 41 WFS countries by 
place of residence and education. 
Country Total Rural Urban No education Some education 
Bangladesh 6.948 7.127 
Benin 6.139 6.216 5.831 
Cameroon 4.905 3.884 
Colombia 6.901 7.603 6.483 7.346 5.931 
Costa Rica 6.917 8.437 5.335 8.217 5.649 
Dominican Republic 6.392 7.739 5.227 6.852 5.450 
Ecuador 6.977 7.780 5.926 7.993 5.714 
Egypt 6.639 6.968 6.219 6.805 6.356 
Pi Ji 6.314 6.647 5.576 6.632 5.994 
Ghana 6.380 6.559 5.864 5.958 
Guyana 6.463 7.080 5.200 7.317 
Haiti 5.797 6.107 4.725 
Indonesia 5.246 5.302 5.637 
Ivory Coast 6.781 6.834 6.490 
Jamaica 5.505 6.132 4.262 
Jordan 8.663 9.105 7.274 
Kenya 7.734 67.603 8.088 
Korea 5.419 6.126 4.745 5.965 4.968 
Lesotho 5.217 4.998 5.322 
Malaysla 6.135 6.292 5.648 6.341 5.703 
Mauritania 6.008 6.024 5.932 5.909 6.046 
Mexl co 7.026 7.893 6.390 7.656 6.678 
Morocco 7.083 7.231 6.297 
Nepal 5.644 
Nigeria 5.456 
Pakistan 6.907 6.905 6.760 
Panama 5.740 6.869 4.923 7.111 4.957 
Paraguay 6.270 7.446 4.732 7.405 4.881 
Peru 6.757 7.527 6.220 7.776 5.894 
Portugal 2.928 3.266 2.226 3.463 2.234 
Philippines 6.858 7.240 5.988 7.730 6.501 
Senegal 6.925 7.023 6.686 
Sri  Lanka 5.730 5.094 6.443 5.404 
Sudan 5.996 5.963 6.073 
Syria  7.664 7.796 7.530 6.208 
Thailand 6.362 5.001 6.349 6.274 
Trinidad & Tobago 5.496 6.005 5.164 6.113 
Tunisia 6.778 6.903 6.620 
Turkey 6.084 7.053 4.805 6.990 4.491 
Venezuela 6.211 7.361 5.090 
Yemen 6.638 
of the births.  The flattening of this concentration curve  towards i t s  end indicates 
a smaller relative contribution of low pari ty  women t o  the number of children born 
as compared with the o the r  countries. This implies a very heterogeneous popula- 
tion in Portugal; the  concentration is mostly due t o  small groups of very  high fer-  
Figure 15. Lorenz curves  f o r  the  concentration of ferti l i ty in selected WFS popu- 
lations: Jordan (women without formal schooling), Portugal (all women), 
Venezuela (women with s o m e  schooling), and Tunisia ( rura l  women). 
CUM PROPORTION OF WOMEN 
JORDAN N A PORTUGAL OVENEZUELA S X T L I N I S I A  R 
tility women relat ive to the  national ferti l i ty level. 
Plotting concentration, as measured by the  .5 f ract i le ,  against t he  mean 
number of children p e r  woman f o r  t he  4 1  less developed countries participating in 
t he  World Fertility Survey reveals  a positive relationship between these two m e a s -  
ures;  t he  lower a country's level of ferti l i ty t he  higher t h e  concentration of 
reproduction. The t w o  countries with t he  highest mean number of children, Jordan 
and Kenya, show the  lowest concentration. Jordan has an  average  of 8.7 and Kenya 
of 7.7 children. More than 36% of all t h e  women have half t he  children in these 
Table 10. Mean family sizes from the children's perspective: 41 WFS countries by 
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Rural Urban No education Some education 
8.258 
countries. Obviously, if 50% had half, the  distribution of offspring among women 
would be  equal. A t  the o the r  extreme, Cameroon has an  average ferti l i ty of 4.9 
children and a havehalf of 26% and Portugal (which i s  considered a less developed 
country by the WFS) has the  highest concentration with a havehalf of 24% and the 
low ferti l i ty level of 2.9 children. Furthest away from the  regression line lies 
Korea with a concentration much lower than tha t  expected from the  level of fertili- 
ty, and Costa Rica with a higher concentration than the  mean number of 6.9 chil- 
d r en  would imply. 
Figure 16. Relationship between mean completed family size p e r  woman and .5 
f ract i le  f o r  urban and r u r a l  women f o r  WFS LDC's. 
WEAN F A M I L Y  S I Z E  / WOMAN 
O u r b a n  A R e g r  . Urban O R u r a  I X R e g r  . R u r a  I + T o t a I  
The linear relationship between the  havehalf s ta t is t ic  and mean ferti l i ty in 
these countries becomes even m o r e  apparen t  when w e  look at urban and r u r a l  po- 
pulations separately (see Figure 16). Urban ferti l i ty is  generally lower than the  
Table 11. .5 Fractiles f o r  41  WFS countries by place of residence and education. 
Country Total Rural Urben No education Some education 
Bangladeah 0.347 0.358 
Benin 0.337 0.342 0.326 
Cemeroon 0.258 0.247 
Colombia 0.306 0.319 0.299 0.317 0.293 
Costa Rice 0.292 0.335 0.274 0.331 0.269 
Dominican Republic 0.291 0.333 0.269 0.302 0.277 
Ecuador 0.316 0.340 0.297 0.345 0.296 
Egypt 0.332 0.339 0.325 0.341 0.319 
Pi Ji  0.318 0.328 0.313 0.326 0.319 
Ghana 0.345 0.350 0.336 0.343 
Guyana 0.303 0.325 0.271 0.335 
Haiti 0.314 0.332 0.278 
Indonesia 0.289 0.284 0.299 
Ivory Coast 0.335 0.336 0.334 
Jamaica 0.276 0.293 0.266 
Jordan 0.364 0.378 0.335 
Kenya 0.364 0.359 0.379 
Korea 0.350 0.374 0.343 0.361 0.352 
Lesotho 0.299 0.294 0.302 
Malayaia 0.310 0.320 0.300 0.318 0.301 
Mauritani a 0.305 0.313 0.295 0.293 0.318 
Mexico 0.313 0.346 0.290 0.331 0.304 
Morocco 0.327 0.344 0.310 
Nepal 0.323 
Nigeria 0.291 
Pakistan 0.345 0.350 0.332 
Panama 0.297 0.325 0.292 0.328 0.296 
Paraguay 0.286 0.316 0.278 0.319 0.267 
Peru 0.317 0.350 0.300 0.353 0.295 
Portugal 0.241 0.243 0.263 0.246 0.272 
Phili ppinea 0.331 0.345 0.313 0.360 0.324 
Senegal 0.340 0.347 0.324 
S r i  Lanka 0.311 0.309 0.323 0.309 
Sudan 0.311 0.310 0.314 
S y r i a  0.348 0.355 0.342 0.323 
Thailand 0.323 0.308 0.333 0.321 
Trinidad & Tobago 0.283 0.294 0.280 0.326 
Tunisia 0.345 0.353 0.338 
Turkey 0.308 0.336 0.300 0.337 0.291 
Venezuela 0.299 0.330 0.298 
Yemen 0.338 
ferti l i ty of women from r u r a l  areas. I t  i s  interesting t o  notice tha t  the  regression 
lines demonstrating the relationship between the concentration and the level of 
fertility f o r  r u r a l  a r e a s  i s  almost parallel  t o  tha t  f o r  urban areas ,  with the  urban 
line falling slightly below and t o  the  left  of the rural line. Country-specific 
characteristics seem to pertain beyond this breakdown. Korea is an outlier with 
the Korean rura l  and urban populations lying some distance above the regression 
line. However, urban fertility is significantly lower and more concentrated than 
rura l  and the trajectory of these two points is parallel to that  of the regression 
line. This is  also t rue  fo r  most urban/rural differentials within individual coun- 
tries. 
In all countries, except Portugal, urban concentration is higher than rural.  
Generally, the Latin American countries, and in particular the Caribbean coun- 
tries, show the highest rural/urban differentials in respect  to the concentration of 
reproduction. In urban a reas  of the Dominican Republic, fo r  instance, 26% of the 
women have half the  children whereas in the countryside, half of the  children are 
borne by a s  many as 33% of all women. In Africa, the  residential differentials in 
concentration are least significant; w e  find differences of only 1-3 percentage 
points. 
It  is  worth noting that  in all countries except Portugal and Sudan the concen- 
tration of reproduction in the total of the population is higher than that  in the 
rura l  and urban segments separately. This deserves attention because concentra- 
tion is  not additive. If two ra the r  homogeneous populations with different fertility 
levels w e r e  pooled together one might expect that  the aggregate is more hetero- 
geneous than any of the subpopulations. Hence, these findings indicate that  family 
size differentials within the urban societies a r e  grea ter  than those between towns 
and the countryside. Because of this, in Portugal and Sudan the concentration of 
reproduction is  lower fo r  the  total population than i t  is for  ei ther  of the subpopu- 
lations. 
For educational differentials a similar pattern appears. Only in Kenya, Mauri- 
tania, Lesotho, and Portugal is  the concentration of reproduction higher for  wom- 
en without schooling. In all other  countries the .5 fractiles a r e  clearly lower f o r  
women with at least some schooling. Interesting enough, Kenya, Mauritania, and 
Lesotho are the only countries where the level of fertility is higher fo r  educated 
women than i t  is fo r  women without schooling. In Lesotho, Mauritania, Fiji and Por- 
tugal the concentration of fertility in the total population is  less than that of the 
two subpopulations separately, in all other  countries i t  lies inbetween those 
values. There is  no country where the concentration of the aggregate is  higher 
than that in any subpopulation. 
Figure 17. Relationship between mean completed family size p e r  woman and .5 
f ract i le  for women with and without some formal education in W F S  
LDC's. 
The above analysis showed tha t  in almost every  less developed country con- 
s idered,  lower ferti l i ty is  associated with a higher concentration of reproduction. 
The slope of t he  regression line is around +.02, both on the  aggregate  level and in 
the subgroups. This means t ha t  one child less in the average  completed family size 
implies a .5 f ract i le  tha t  is  t w o  percentage points lower. 
From Table 11 w e  see t ha t  the relat ive variation between mean family sizes 
from the  children's point of view is  less than between those from the women's point 
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Figure 18. Plot of mean family sizes of women and children against .5 fract i le  fo r  
all 41  WFS LDC's. 
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average parity p e r  woman. In Jordan i t  is  only 1.15 times grea te r .  This is due t o  
the fact  pointed out ea r l i e r  tha t  the difference between those two means is a func- 
tion of the relative variance and consequently also of the concentration of the  dis- 
tribution. Figure 7 plots the relationship between both means and the .5 fractile.  
In all  cases  the mean from the  children's perspective is higher than tha t  from the 
women's perspective because in no country is the variation in the distribution 
zero. And the slope of the regression line i s  less s teep  f o r  the  children's mean 
than f o r  the mean from the women's perspective. The differences in the slope of 
the regression lines can be explained by the fac t  tha t  relative variation i s  deter-  
mining in p a r t  t he  mean from the  children's perspective.  For this reason a one 
percent  change in t he  .5 f ract i le  is not only empirically associated with a higher 
mean family size p e r  woman, but on top of this t h e  g r e a t e r  degree  of re la t ive vari- 
ation resul ts  in a n  even l a r g e r  change in t h e  children's mean family size. 
This s t rong empirical association between the  level of ferti l i ty and i t s  concen- 
t ra t ion does not hold f o r  all less developed countries however. One very  signifi- 
can t  portion of t h e  world population-the Chinese--experienced a very different 
pa t te rn  of ferti l i ty decline. 
4. THE CONCENTRATION OF PERIOD FERTILITY IN CHINA 1955-1981 
China recently experienced one of the most dramatic ferti l i ty declines eve r  
observed. Within only 15 years  the total  fertility rate declined from 7.501 (in 
1963) t o  2.72 (in 1978). In urban areas this decline w a s  even s t ronger  than in rur- 
al communities. Before that,  in 1955 t o  1965, however, China's ferti l i ty had ex- 
perienced another  short-term decline in fertility tha t  had brought down the TFR t o  
a minimum of 3.29 in 1961. A s  the Lorenz curve in Figure 1 9  indicates, the concen- 
tration of reproduction in the l o w  of 1961 w a s  much g r e a t e r  than the  concentration 
in the high ferti l i ty yea r  of 1955 and g r e a t e r  than in 1981, the y e a r  of lowest fer-  
tility. Obviously the  t w o  ferti l i ty declines were of very different nature. The fol- 
lowing analysis will give a closer look at this. 
Feeney and Yu (1987) recently presented estimates f o r  period pari ty  progres- 
sion rat ios  f o r  China as a whole and f o r  urban and r u r a l  areas f o r  the period 
1955-1981, which a r e  based on the National One-per-Thousand Fertility Survey. 
The method used f o r  estimating period parity progression rat ios  i s  based on ear- 
l i e r  work by Feeney (1983) and shall not be discussed here.2 W e  also do  not want t o  
r epea t  the analysis of period ferti l i ty fluctuations in China between 1955 and 1981. 
This research  note wants to build on the given information, highlighting one as- 
pect  not mentioned by Feeney and Yu. We will also show that  the  Chinese t rends with 
respec t  to concentration of ferti l i ty a r e  quite distinct from m o s t  o the r  countries 
in the world. 
Completed pari ty  distributions implied by the  given period parity progression 
rat ios  (p ( i ) ,  i refer r ing  t o  parity) of individual years  were calculated by succes- 
sively applying the  ra t ios  to a radix of 1,000 women, L(O), starting the process  of 
reproduction at parity zero.3 The proportion of women tha t  drop  out of the pro- 
cess of reproduction at pari ty  i ,  d ( i ) ,  and hence have completed parity i ,  is  cal- 
culated by 
( i )  = ( ) * ( 1  p i ) )  where (8) 
%he parity progression ratios given by Feeney and Yu (1987) seem to refer only to married wom- 
en. But since marriage i s  almost universal (progression to f irst  marriage i s  between 0.98 and 0.99 
over most of the period) this need not be of much concern and we may speak of total fertility in- 
stead of marital fertility. 
3 ~ h e  notation used here comes from the model of a llfe table approach to  parity progression where 
age i s  replaced by parity as the indexing variable (see Chiang and van den Berg (1982) and Lutz and 
Feichtinger (1985)). 
Figure 19. Lorenz curves  f o r  the concentration of period ferti l i ty in China, 1955, 
1961, and 1981. 
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Figure 20 gives the  mean family sizes of women tha t  were calculated as a 
weighted average of the  completed par i ty  distributions. These averages a r e  com-  
parable  to the  total ferti l i ty rates calculated from age-specific rates in t e r m s  of 
giving the mean number of children of a synthetic cohor t  based on period observa- 
tions, except  f o r  the  f ac t  t ha t  they are not exac t  in considering b i r ths  of o r d e r s  8 
and above.4 The time series of total ferti l i ty rates and mean family sizes under a 
'ISince the parity progression ratios given by Feeney and Yu (1987) ended at parity eight, one 
must make adJustments for higher order births. In this paper i t  i s  assumed that women with eight 
or more births have, on the average, nine births. 
parity-specific approach cannot be expected t o  b e  identical because one approach 
considers t he  age  distribution of the  population while the  o t h e r  i s  based on the  
par i ty  distribution. But since age  and par i ty  are highly cor re la ted  the  empirical 
findings should not be  too different.  
Figure 20. Trends in the  mean family size p e r  woman f o r  urban and r u r a l  China, 
1955-1981. 
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A s  Feeney and Yu (1987) also mention, t h e r e  are two significant empirical 
differences between the  time se r i e s  of TFR's and the  s e r i e s  of mean family sizes 
based on a parity-specific view: the  total  ferti l i ty rate is  higher than the  mean 
family size during the  la te  1960s and lower during the  1970s; secondly the  age- 
specific approach implies a reversa l  of the long ferti l i ty decline shortly before 
the  survey, i.e. an  increase from 2.24 in 1980 t o  2.63 in 1981, whereas the  parity- 
specific approach indicates a fur ther ,  although somewhat slower, decline. Which 
indicator should we believe? In a country where ferti l i ty i s  controlled in depen- 
dence on parity (such as in China) the  parity-specific approach i s  less sensitive t o  
period fluctuations in the  timing of bir ths  (e.g. women delaying f i r s t  bir ths  f o r  
some reason), and hence can  be expected t o  give a more s table  picture under a 
cohort  point of view. The completed parity distributions implied by period ferti l i ty 
in 1980 and 1981 show tha t  the  relatively modest decline in mean family size w a s  
the resul t  of two counteracting trends: the proportions of women with expected 
parit ies of two or more consistently decreased, but at the  same time the  expected 
proportion of childless women also decreased; only the  proportions of women ex- 
pected t o  have one child s a w  significant increases. Hence the resul t  f o r  1981 does 
not necessarily mean a failure of recent  birth control policies, but the  parity- 
specific findings indicate t ha t  more women than eve r  before tend towards the  one- 
child family. 
Figure 21  plots the  t rends  in the  coefficient of concentration chosen f o r  this 
study, the  .5 fract i le  or havehaw, from 1955 t o  1981 f o r  r u r a l  and urban areas .  
Although the  level of ferti l i ty,  at least since 1963, has been substantially higher in 
r u r a l  areas than in the  cit ies of China, the  extent  of concentration in the  distribu- 
tion of period completed pari ty  distributions has not differed much. Generally, 
about 35 percent  of all women have had half the children since 1961. This percen- 
tage i s  much higher, i.e. the  concentration i s  much lower, than in most o the r  coun- 
t r i e s  with controlled fertility. In industrialized countries with total  ferti l i ty rates 
between 2.0 and 3.0 usually 22% t o  26% of all women have half the children (see the  
following sections). 
Table 1 2  and Figure 2 1  also indicate the  ferti l i ty declines China experienced 
between 1957 and 1961, and tha t  since 1963 are of a very different nature. The 
f i r s t  decline, which led t o  a minimum of 2.88 children p e r  mother in 1961, w a s  high- 
ly selective and did not affect  all  women. The period parity progression rat ios  of 
1961 imply tha t  20% of t he  women would remain childless under the  observed r a t e s ,  
whereas o the r  portions of t he  female population had sti l l  r a t h e r  high fertility. As 
a consequence of this  unevenness the  concentration of reproduction increased ra- 
pidly during tha t  period. In 1980 and 1981 the  overall  level of ferti l i ty w a s  lower 
than in 1961 but concentration had not increased. This means tha t  the relative 
Table 12. Mean family sizes and concentration of ferti l i ty in China, 1955-1981. 
Tota l  Rural Urban 
Mean/ Mean/ Mean/ Mean/ Mean/ Mean/ 
Year  Woman Chlld Havehalf Woman Chlld Havehalf Woman Child Havehalf 
variation in the  distribution remained almost stable  o r ,  in o t h e r  words, tha t  t he  
ferti l i ty decline affected practically all Chinese women and not only cer ta in  seg- 
ments of the  population as i t  i s  usually observed in less developed countr ies  (see 
next section). 
Another consequence of t he  observed t rends in concentration i s  tha t  t h e  mean 
sibship, i.e. t he  mean family size from the  child's perspective,  declined even m o r e  
strongly than the  mean from the  women's perspective,  from 8.14 in 1955 to 3.23 in 
1980. Only during the  ex t raord inary  ferti l i ty decline of 1959-1961 did t he  mean 
from the  children's perspect ive decline much less than from the women's perspec- 
tive because of simultaneously increasing concentration. By 1981 t he  mean family 
size from t h e  children's perspect ive had declined to t he  very l ow  value of 1.57 in 
t he  ci t ies  of China. This i s  probably t he  lowest value of any sizable population in 
Figure 21. Trends in t he  concentration of ferti l i ty f o r  urban and r u r a l  China, 
1955-1981. 
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t he  whole world including t h e  very l ow  ferti l i ty c i t ies  of Western Germany. The 
reason f o r  this r eco rd  is  t ha t  even in a modern industrialized ci ty  where t he  total 
ferti l i ty rate might be lower than in Chinese cities, the  mean family size from the  
children's perspective is  g r e a t e r  because of higher concentration: this  is  mainly 
a consequence of high proportions of women expected to remain childless (general- 
ly m o r e  than 30%) in European cities. In s h a r p  cont ras t  to this t he  parity-specific 
ferti l i ty pa t te rn  of urban China in 1981 implies t ha t  only 1.4% of all women remain 
childless. 
How does the Chinese experience re la te  t o  pat terns  of demographic transi- 
tions described in the  previous section? Figure 22 shows the  association between 
the average level of ferti l i ty and concentration f o r  urban and r u r a l  populations in 
the WFS countries (such as in Figure 16)  and superimposes the  same relationship 
f o r  China f o r  1955-1981. 
Figure 22. Relationship between mean completed family size and the concentration 
of ferti l i ty f o r  a cross-section of LDC's and China, 1955-1981. 
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As discussed above, f o r  the  cross-section of less developed countries at dif- 
f e r en t  s tages  of t he i r  demographic transition the  association i s  c lear ly  negative: 
t he  lower t he  level of ferti l i ty the  higher t he  concentration in t he  distribution of 
children. This pa t te rn  holds f o r  urban populations and r u r a l  populations indepen- 
dently. When the  Chinese experience is  superimposed to this  pa t te rn  (as i t  i s  done 
in Figure 22 by the  "+" symbols) i t  becomes clear t ha t  t h e  development up to 
around 1970 follows pre t ty  much the  general  pa t te rn  but then deviates great ly  
from it: The Chinese experience of t he  late 1950s f i ts  w e l l  into the  pa t te rn  of r u r -  
al high ferti l i ty societies. Even the very  s t eep  ferti l i ty decline of 1959-1961 (the 
"+"s in t he  l o w e r  lef t  c o r n e r  of Figure 22) followed the  cross-sectional pa t te rn  of 
countries t ha t  had en te red  the i r  secular  ferti l i ty declines. Between 1962 and 
around 1970 the  Chinese association between ferti l i ty levels and concentration Lies 
close to the  bulk of o t h e r  countries and slightly above them, i.e. has somewhat 
l o w e r  concentration f o r  the given level of ferti l i ty.  After 1970, however, t he  de- 
cline in Chinese ferti l i ty levels i s  not associated with increased concentration and 
the  t rend  (in the upper  lef t  comer of Figure 22) deviates grossly from the  general 
cross-sectionally observed pat tern.  I t  also deviates significantly from the  time- 
se r ies  of s o m e  o t h e r  countries discussed above. 
Why i s  the  Chinese pa t t e rn  of parity-specific ferti l i ty decline so completely 
different from tha t  observed in any o t h e r  population? A s t r ic t ly  demographic 
answer would be t h a t  re la t ive variation in t he  distribution did not increase be- 
cause the  decline affected all segments of the  population to a similar extent.  The 
f ac t  t h a t  the  decline w a s  not s t r ic t ly  proportional (in t ha t  case concentration 
would remain unchanged) was counteracted by the  f ac t  tha t  in t he  Chinese cul ture  
every  woman seems to want at least one child and childlessness remained extremely 
low. More generally, i t  might be  said tha t  this extraordinary development w a s  
clear ly  a consequence of t he  Chinese policy of bir th  control,  a policy t ha t  despite 
i ts  problems seems to have been very successful and brought about a surprisingly 
egalitarian ferti l i ty pat tern.  
5. CONCENTRATION OF MARITAL Ii'EEZTWTY M EUROPE ANT) THE USA M TFIJZ 
1970a: A WFS PERSPECTIVE 
5.1. Socio-Economic Differential Concentration 
For countries tha t  have essentially completed the i r  demographic transition 
the  pa t te rn  of differentials in the  concentration of reproduction may be  expected 
t o  differ from those in natural  ferti l i ty societies o r  populations in the  process  of 
the  ferti l i ty transition. In section 3 w e  already s a w  a reversa l  of t h e  otherwise 
consistent positive association between t h e  .5 fractile and the  level of ferti l i ty f o r  
urban/rural  differentials in Portugal. This w a s  a f i r s t  hint to a possibly different 
pat tern in low ferti l i ty countries. In modern contraceptive societies, differential 
fecundability plays only a minor ro le  in causing variation in t he  distribution of 
children e v e r  born. When--at least theoretically-everybody has  access to rela- 
tively convenient methods of birth control, t he  determinants of unevenness in the 
distribution lie in differential intentions and desires. 
In most cases  the  European World Fertility surveys5 included only ever- 
married women in the i r  samples. This is  important to be  kept  in mind because in Eu- 
rope the  proportion of women tha t  do not marry i s  high (up t o  around 30%) and 
despite t he  high incidence of non-marital ferti l i ty average ferti l i ty of unmarried 
women is  still much lower than tha t  of married women. Especially the  proportion 
childless i s  expected t o  be very  high among unmarried women. On the  o the r  hand, 
the  distribution of reproduction among married couples is  relatively even f o r  the  
cohorts  observed in the European World Fertility Surveys. On the  average,  con- 
centration analysis shows tha t  about 30% of all married women had half t he  number 
of children ever-born t o  all married women beyond age  40. 
Despite the  seemingly weak heterogeneity among married couples in European 
countries and the  US a f t e r  the  post-World W a r  I1 baby boom, socio-economic dif- 
ferentials in ferti l i ty pat terns  may be detected: with respec t  t o  t he  woman's place 
of residence i t  appears  t ha t  f o r  all countries considered, t he  average family size 
p e r  woman is  higher in r u r a l  a r e a s  than in cities. The differentials range from 
more than one child difference in Poland t o  less than .I in Belgium (see Table 13b). 
From the  children's perspective (Table 14b)  in Belgium, the  mean family size be- 
''I'hls s t u d y  is based on data e x t r a c t e d  from t h e  standard recode  f i l e s  a t  ECE i n  Geneva. The au- 
t h o r  i s  gra te fu l  f o r  t h e  permlss lon t o  u s e  t h o s e  data. 
Figure 23. Relationship between mean family size p e r  woman and .5 f ract i le  f o r  
ever-married women aged 40-44 in 143  WFS countries by place of 
residence and work status.  
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comes even l a r g e r  in urban areas than in rural villages. The reason f o r  this in- 
verse  relationship lies again in the  differential extent  of concentration in the  dis- 
tribution of completed parit ies.  In all countries except  f o r  Yugoslavia, Norway, 
and the  Netherlands r u r a l  concentration i s  l o w e r  than urban. In cont ras t  t o  t he  
negative association between the  level of ferti l i ty and i t s  distribution during the  
demographic transition in m o s t  countries,  Figure 23  shows tha t  f o r  Europe in the  
mid-1970s the regression Line i s  almost horizontal f o r  urban and r u r a l  populations. 
Table 13a. Mean family sizes p e r  woman f o r  ever-married women aged 40-44 in 13 
WFS countries by highest completed education. 
Incomplete Complete Low High Post 
Country elementary elementary secondary secondary secondary 
Belgium 2.52 2.77 2.10 2.44 
Czechoslovakia 4.25 2.56 2.49 2.01 1.81 
Denmark 2.62 2.52 2.19 2.84 
Finland 3.87 2.90 2.41 2.36 2.08 
France 3.42 2.57 2.43 2.38 2.16 
Great Britain 3.33 2.79 2.52 2.46 2.52 
Italy 3.08 2.29 2.09 1.92 1.87 
Netherlands 1.85 1.65 1.40 1.75 
Norway 3.16 2.68 2.59 2.69 
Poland 3.80 2.96 2.53 2.11 1.77 
Spain 3.22 2.90 3.24 3.03 3.39 
United States 4.32 4.08 3.24 3.33 2.92 
Yugoslav1 a 3.29 2.39 1.97 1.59 
Table 13b. Mean family sizes p e r  woman f o r  ever-married women aged 40-44 in 13 
WFS countries by place of residence and work status.  
Country Rural Urban Ever worked Never worked 
Belgium 2.63 2.54 2.49 2.84 
Czechoslovakia 2.63 2.20 2.31 
Denmark 2.93 2.43 2.54 2.58 
Finland 2.99 2.40 2.65 3.55 
France 2.92 2.59 2.54 3.58 
Great Britain 2.60 2.83 
Italy 2.46 2.31 2.25 2.62 
Netherlands 1.95 1.56 1.61 
Norway 2.89 2.64 2.79 
Poland 3.40 2.35 2.75 3.31 
Spain 3.20 3.07 3.05 3.26 
United States  3.44 4.82 
Yugoslavia 3.48 2.67 2.27 3.67 
For female work s ta tus  the appearing pat tern i s  similar to that  of place of 
residence. If a woman had never  worked in h e r  life h e r  mean family size i s  likely 
t o  be above average in all countries considered. The causal relationship underly- 
ing this association is not always clear:  i t  may be tha t  some women a r e  oriented to- 
wards being housewives and have more children because of this o r  that women who 
have many children cannot work even if they would like t o  do  so. This pa t te rn  also 
varies great ly  from one country to  another.  In Finland, for  instance, where almost 
all  women ever-worked, the differential i s  highest because the group of not work- 
Table 14a. Mean family sizes from children's perspective in 13 WFS countries born 
t o  ever-married women aged 40-44 by highest completed education. 
Incomplete Complete Low HI gh Post 
Country elementary elementary secondary secondary secondary 
Belgium 3.75 3.84 3.10 3.40 
C~echoslovaki a 5.59 3.28 3.10 2.45 2.23 
Denmark 3.45 3.32 2.50 3.33 
Finland 4.76 3.92 3.11 3.11 2.69 
France 4.82 3.45 3.37 2.99 2.71 
Great Britain 4.20 3.67 3.41 3.30 3.23 
Italy 4.16 2.99 2.58 2.45 2.58 
Netherlands 2.63 2.45 2.14 2.43 
Norway 3.94 3.26 3.26 3.21 
Poland 4.79 3.d2 3.24 2.68 2.27 
Spain 4.26 3.69 4.17 3.83 4.05 
United States 6.24 5.67 5.31 4.39 3.67 
Yugoslavia 4.62 3.17 2.43 1.94 
Table 14b. Mean family sizes from children's perspective in 13 WFS countries born 
to ever-married women aged 40-44 by place of residence and work 
status.  
Country Rural Urban Ever worked Never worked 
Belglum 3.53 3.87 3.81 3.85 
Czeohoslovakla 3.21 2.88 2.96 
Denmark 3.64 3.18 3.29 3.68 
Finland 3.64 3.26 3.57 5.08 
Franoe 3.92 3.66 3.48 4.85 
Great Britain 3.50 3.41 
Italy 3.26 3.14 2.97 3.56 
Netherlands 2.90 2.26 2.40 
Norway 3.56 3.33 3.46 
Poland 4.27 3.16 3.71 4.39 
Spain 4.25 4.04 4.11 4.14 
United States 4.82 6.45 
Yugoslavia 4.88 3.76 3.04 5.M 
ing women i s  highly s e l e c t i ~ e . ~  In o the r  countries-like Spain-where g r e a t  propor- 
tions of women are housewives, the differentials between the  groups of women are 
much less. The pa t te rn  of concentration with r e spec t  to female work s ta tus  i s  also 
quite uneven across countries.  In Denmark and Yugoslavia concentration among 
'1n some countries the number of women in the "never worked" category was so small that no rea- 
sonable figures could be achieved. Those cases are omitted from the table. 
Table 15a. -5 f ract i le  (HavehatP) fo r  ever-married women aged 40-44 in 13 WFS 
countries by highest completed education. 
Incomplete Complete Low High Post 
Country elementary elementary secondary secondary secondary 
Belgium 0.26 0.28 0.27 0.28 
Ceechoslovakia 0.31 0.32 0.32 0.35 0.35 
Denmark 0.31 0.31 0.36 0.33 
Finland 0.32 0.29 0.32 0.31 0.31 
France 0.27 0.29 0.30 0.33 0.34 
Great Britain 0.33 0.29 0.30 0.31 0.31 
Italy 0.29 0.31 0.33 0.32 0.29 
Netherlands 0.27 0.26 0.28 0.31 
Norway 0.32 0.33 0.32 0.34 
Poland 0.31 0.30 0.32 0.33 0.34 
Spain 0.30 0.32 0.31 0.31 0.34 
United S t a t e s  0.25 0.28 0.28 0.30 0.32 
Yugoslavia 0.27 0.31 0.35 0.38 
Table 15b. .5 f rac t i l e  (HavehatP) fo r  ever-married women aged 40-44 in 13 WFS 
countries by place of residence and work status.  
Country Rural Urban Ever worked Never worked 
Belgium 0.28 0.26 0.26 0.28 
Czeahoslovakia 0.34 0.31 0.31 
Denmark 0.32 0.31 0.32 0.28 
Finland 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.26 
Franoe 0.29 0.28 0.29 0.28 
Great Britain 0.30 0.33 
Italy 0.31 0.30 0.30 0.31 
Netherlands 0.28 0.29 0.27 
Norway 0.32 0.33 0.32 
Poland 0.32 0.30 0.29 0.30 
Spain 0.30 0.30 0.29 0.32 
United States 0.28 0.28 
Yugoslavia 0.26 0.28 0.30 0.m 
never-working women i s  highest, whereas in Belgium and Grea t  Britain i t  i s  higher 
among women t h a t  had once been working. W e  may assume t h a t  these differentials 
are largely a function of differential  selectivity to the  respective groups in vari- 
ous countries. 
For educational differentials t he  pa t te rn  i s  much c l ea re r  (see Tables 13a-15a 
and Figure 24). Generally, t he  higher the  mean family size p e r  woman, the lower 
the  educational category. For  several  countries,  however, t he  highest educational 
Figure 24. Relationship between mean family size p e r  woman and .5 f ract i le  f o r  
ever-married women aged 40-44 in 143  WFS countries by highest com- 
pleted education. 
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category-women with post-secondary training--exhibits again increasing ferti l i ty 
levels. This U-shape of t he  mean family size with respec t  t o  education appears  in 
Belgium, Denmark, Grea t  Britain, the  Netherlands, Norway, and Spain. From the  
children's point of view this  U-shape disappears or i s  great ly  reduced f o r  most of 
the  countries mentioned because generally the  variation i s  somewhat less in t he  
highest educational categories  than in lower educational groups. 
Again, the  pa t te rn  is  very different f o r  each country, but on t he  average  Fig- 
u r e  24 brings out some clear patterns: the  regression lines indicate t ha t  on t he  
average higher education means lower family size (except f o r  the  highest group) 
Figure 25. Relationship between mean family size p e r  woman and .5 f rac t i l e  f o r  
d i f fe ren t  educational groups  within Czechoslovakia, France,  Grea t  Bri- 
tain,  Poland, and t h e  US. 
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and lower concentra t ion.  There  is  n o  clear association between t h e  level  of fer t i l -  
i ty and  concentra t ion across countr ies  within education groups:  t h e  regress ion 
lines r u n  almost horizontal. The re la t ionship  across different  educational g roups  
within t h e  same country ,  however, i s  c lea r ly  positive (Figure 25): higher  educa- 
tion associated with lower a v e r a g e  family size r e s u l t s  in lower concentration.  This 
p a t t e r n  i s  v e r y  clear in France  and Czechoslovakia, but i s  also approximated by 
most o t h e r  countries.  This observed relat ionship means a r e v e r s a l  of t h e  c l e a r  
negative association between concentra t ion and t h e  level of fer t i l i ty  observed f o r  
populations in t h e  p r o c e s s  of t h e  s e c u l a r  fer t i l i ty  transit ion.  
Why, in a modern society with good availability of contraceptive methods, does 
lower ferti l i ty also mean l o w e r  relative variance in the distribution? In the  follow- 
ing section we will approach this question by focusing on the  question of differen- 
tial use and efficiency of contraception and i t s  consequence on the  concentration 
of reproduction. 
5.2. Birth Control and Concentration 
It  w a s  already hinted tha t  the key t o  the  understanding of socio-economic dif- 
ferentials in the variation of the  distribution of completed family size might be 
found in differential use of contraception. This brings us down to the  level of 
proximate fertility determinants. There i s  no doubt tha t  at the level of proximate 
determinants, besides the  effect  of differential fecundability and marriage, all 
variation in the distribution of children eve r  born is due t o  differential use of con- 
traception or abortion. The problem is t o  measure bir th  control in a way tha t  is 
relevant t o  the explanation of completed parity. This tu rns  out t o  be a very diffi- 
cult task because i t  is  strongly related t o  the  timing of births. A few shor t  periods 
without contraception during the long potentially reproductive span of a woman 
a r e  enough t o  produce a few bir ths  regardless of cu r r en t  use o r  ever-use of 
specific methods measured by a survey. Hence, the two usually measured indica- 
t o r s  of contraceptive use, ever-use and cu r ren t  use, can only partly explain the  
hour, and t o  an even much lesser  extent, the why of t he  resulting completed parity 
distribution. 
5.2.1. Concentration and Current Use of Contraception in Spain and Po- 
Po land 
Data from the European World Fertility Survey make i t  possible t o  focus ex- 
plicitly on the effect  of contraceptive use on the distribution of reproduction. The 
data  r e f e r  t o  ever-married women up to age 45. The th ree  categories of contra- 
ceptive use predefined by WFS a re :  efficient methods, inefficient methods, and no 
methods. For m o s t  of the countries this information i s  available f o r  cu r r en t  use of 
contraception as well as f o r  ever-use. 
When studying the  relationship between contraceptive use and concentration 
of ferti l i ty,  the idea is that  the female population is broken down into subpopula- 
tions that  might differ from the total  in terms of the  concentration of reproduc- 
tion. For less developed countries the expectation-based on the previous 
analysis-is that  the  subpopulation of women that  does not use contraception has 
higher average ferti l i ty and shows a lower degree of concentration than the total. 
For the  users  of modern contraceptive methods the resul t  is  expected t o  depend 
largely on the distribution of desired family sizes. 
Table 16. Concentration and cu r ren t  use of contraception in Poland and Spain 
(only women with no additional children expected). 
Mean number of 0.5 fractile 
M e t  hod A g e  group n ohildren ever  born (Havehalf) 
Poland 
Efficient method 40-44 (361) 2.43 
Ineffloient method 40-44 (851) 2.85 
N o  method 40-44 (417) 3.04 
Effloient method 35-39 (400) 2.49 
Ineffioi ent m e t  hod 35-39 (am) 2.75 
N o  method 35-39 (282) 2.85 
Spain 
Efficient method 40-44 (1%) 3.51 
Inefficient method 40-44 (410) 2.30 
N o  method 40-44 (583) 3.01 
Efficient method 35-39 (171) 2.23 
Inefficient method 35-39 (354) 1.95 
N o  method 35-39 (345) 2.74 
For the analysis of cu r r en t  use of contraception we have t o  be cautious about 
including women tha t  otherwise use efficient methods but at the time of the survey 
were trying t o  become pregnant. To avoid problems of this kind we r e s t r i c t  the 
analysis to women tha t  do not want additional children. Table 1 6  presents  data  f o r  
Poland and Spain f o r  women aged 40-44 and 35-39 at the time of the survey. These 
two countries were selected because both have relatively high proportions of wom- 
en using no method o r  inefficient methods but exhibit quite different fertility pat- 
terns.  
A t  f i r s t  sight i t  seems counterintuitive tha t  in Spain women using efficient 
contraceptive methods have, on the average, higher ferti l i ty than all o the r  women. 
This pa t te rn  also appears  f o r  a number of o the r  countries. A possible explanation 
f o r  this paradox is tha t  the difference in ferti l i ty levels i s  not s o  much caused by 
unwanted pregnancies but by differentials in the  desire  f o r  children. Since in 
Spain only 12% of the  women aged 40-44 used efficient methods w e  might assume 
that  this is some kind of eli te tha t  also wanted more children than o the r  strata of 
the  population. These women also show the  lowest concentration of ferti l i ty indicat- 
ing a r a t h e r  small proportion of childless women and few women with very high fer-  
tility. This again indicates planned fertility. In Spain the  highest concentration of 
ferti l i ty is found among women tha t  use inefficient methods. 
The Spanish picture i s  quite different from the Polish one, where the highest 
concentration i s  found among women tha t  use no contraception. An answer t o  this 
discrepancy might be  found in selectivity. In Spain more than half of the women 
w e r e  in the group using no method, whereas in Poland i t  i s  only a quarter .  Com- 
parative analysis of subfecundability also shows tha t  when the  group of non-users 
in a society becomes smaller, the proportion of women in tha t  group tha t  do not use 
contraception (because of subfecundability o r  steril i ty) increases. Hence the  
group of non-contraceptors tends t o  become increasingly heterogeneous as i t  
shrinks: some women have very  high fertility because they do not limit the i r  fami- 
ly size and o thers  have very low ferti l i ty because they are subfecund. Other prob- 
lems ar i se  when analyzing the  number of children ever-born to women current ly 
using efficient methods. These women might have s ta r ted  the  use of efficient 
methods fairly recent ly because the  availability and social acceptance of such 
methods changed in recent  years.  If we study ever-use of contraception instead of 
cu r r en t  use, the differentials should, t o  a lesser  extent,  be affected by selectivity. 
5.2.2. EverUae of Contraception in Eight Enropean Countries 
Since i t  is not influcnced by cu r ren t  circumstances, ever-use is a bet te r  indi- 
cator of a woman's attitude towards bir th  control at a time when i t  w a s  relevant f o r  
h e r  level of fertility. For eight European countries we have the  distribution of 
children ever-born by age groups of ever-married women and by ever-use of con- 
traception. The mean completed family sizes (for women aged 40-44) range from 
1.92 in the Netherlands to 2.32 in Spain. The o the r  countries, namely Belgium, 
Great  Britain, Hungary, Italy, Norway. and Poland have mean completed family 
sizes between 2.5 and 2.9. 
Figure 26 shows the  relationship between the  mean number of children ever- 
born and the  -5 fract i le  in the  distribution of children f o r  women aged 40-44 (the 
oldest age  group in the  European WFS surveys) in all countries except  Hungary 
(which has no data  f o r  age  group 40-44). The th ree  lines indicate the regression 
lines f o r  the bivariate relationships of women using efficient, inefficient, o r  no 
contraception. Again, t he  group of women without any use of contraception is the 
highest concentrated one, f o r  the  reasons discussed above. The international com- 
parison suggests tha t  the  lower the proportion of women tha t  do  not use contra- 
ception, the  higher the  proportion of subfecund women among them, which resul ts  
in a lower level of average ferti l i ty and higher concentration. This i s  m o s t  ex- 
t r e m e  in Belgium. 
I t  is  interesting to notice tha t  the  regression line f o r  women using inefficient 
methods is parallel to that  of women using no methods whereas the  line f o r  women 
tha t  had e v e r  used efficient methods in the i r  life i s  a l m o s t  horizontal. In o the r  
words, f o r  the population of women that  used modern means of contraception 
changes in the average level of ferti l i ty do not bring about any significant change 
in the extent  of concentration. The main reason f o r  this i s  tha t  the  range of com- 
pleted pari t ies  is much smaller f o r  these "modern" women than f o r  women using 
traditional methods. This corresponds to the finding (see Gisser et al. 1985) that  
the  distribution of desired family sizes shows much less variance than the distribu- 
tion of actual family sizes. And f o r  women that  use efficient contraceptive methods 
actual family size is more likely t o  correspond to desired family size. 
5.3. The Distribution of Expected Family Size 
Looking at the  distribution of expected family size differs from the  previous 
study of completed cohort  ferti l i ty in two important aspects: i t  includes the  
women's own intention making i t  an indicator of higher psychological interest  but 
at the  s a m e  time making i t  not necessarily congruent with reality; secondly, the  
analysis of completed cohort  ferti l i ty s o  f a r  had the  disadvantage tha t  women had 
to be  beyond a certain cr i t ical  age (at least age  40 in o u r  study) and hence the  
bulk of children studied h e r e  w a s  born m o r e  than 20 years  before the  survey, 
which in the case  of WFS means even before the  peak of the  baby boom in most 
countries. For this reason i t  seems desirable t o  use models tha t  allow us t o  study 
the  ferti l i ty of more recent  cohorts.  One such method that  will be applied in the 
Figure 26. Relationship between the  mean number of children e v e r  born and the  
concentration of the  distribution f o r  women e v e r  using efficient, ineffi- 
cient,  or no methods in Belgium, Great  Britain, Italy, the Netherlands, 
Norway, Poland, and Spain. 
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next section is  to estimate completed par i ty  distributions f o r  synthetic cohorts.  
Another way is to stick to t he  analysis of r e a l  cohorts  and estimate the  sti l l  incom- 
plete reproductive performance up to t he  age of 45 or 49. Y e t  another  approach 
tha t  is only viable in surveys,  is to t ake  the  women's own statement on expected 
family sizes as an  estimator of fu ture  ferti l i ty.  The analysis in Figure 27 i s  based 
on this  approach. 
Married women 40-44 
A 
I I I I I I 
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Table 17. Mean family sizes and concentration of parity distribution f o r  women 
aged 40-44 in 7 European countries by ever-use of contraception. 
Country Mean/mother Meadchild .5fract i le  
Wife ever-used Belgium 3.06 4.29 0.28 
effiaient method Great Britain 2.70 3.50 0.31 
Italy 2.58 3.34 0.32 
Netherlands 1.95 2.55 0.30 
Norway 2.94 3.56 0.33 
Poland 2.53 3.24 0.32 
Spain 3.56 4.39 0.33 
Wife ever-used Belgium 2.25 3.24 0.29 
ineffloient method Great BI-itain 2.57 3.70 0.28 
Italy 2.44 3.12 0.32 
Netherlands 1.82 2.70 0.24 
Norway 2.49 2.96 0.35 
Poland 2.86 3.66 0.31 
spain 3.21 4.02 0.32 
All women together Belgium 2.55 3.82 0.26 
(incl. no use) Great Britain 2.60 3.50 0.30 
Italy 2.38 3.19 0.30 
Netherlands 1.69 2.46 0.27 
Norway 2.78 3.46 0.32 
Poland 2.78 3.76 0.29 
Spain 3.12 4.12 0.30 
Like Figures 25 and 26, Figure 27 plots the  relationship between average com- 
pleted family size and the coefficient of concentration, the .5 fractile.  The 
analysis is based on expected family size distributions fo r  ten European WFS coun- 
t r i e s  and th ree  selected marriage cohorts:  women who married before 1956, 
between 1961 and 1965, and a f t e r  1971. 
A s  has been mentioned above, expected family size distributions tend t o  be 
much more even than actual empirical distributions. This is because almost no 
married couples want t o  remain childless and very few want t o  have more than four  
children. Consequently the concentration figures a r e  very low, ranging from 30% 
t o  43% of all women having half t he  children. Figure 27 also reveals a c l ea r  change 
in the s t ruc tu re  of the  relationship over  time. For the  ea r l i e r  marriage cohorts  
the negative association between ferti l i ty and concentration appears  which we 
found before in the  case of completed cohort  fertility. But a lready fo r  women m a r -  
ried a f t e r  1960 the  association is reversed.  This t rend continues and fo r  women 
married a f t e r  1971 the cross-sectional pa t te rn  shows lower concentration associ- 
Figure 27. Relationship between average expected family size and concentration 
for cohorts of women that married before 1956, 1961-1965, and after  
1971 in 10 European WFS countries. 
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ated with lower fertility. For younger cohorts the range of expected family sizes 
seems t o  have become smaller. 
6. THE CONCENTRATION OF OVERALL FEXTILITY M AUSTRIA 
So  f a r  the analysis has focused on marital fertility. This w a s  mainly deter- 
mined by the design of W F S  which did not include unmarried women. The major 
difference between unmarried and married women with respec t  t o  concentration 
analysis is tha t  the prevalence of completed parity ze ro  is much higher among un- 
married women. For this reason any analysis of overall  fertility tends to  resul t  in 
higher concentration coefficients than f o r  marital fertility. 
Table 18a presents  ferti l i ty and concentration measure f o r  cohorts  of Austri- 
a n  women born between 1921 and 1945. Because the  survey w a s  taken in 1981 only 
bir ths  up t o  age 35 could be considered. To make the  figures comparable across  
cohorts  this age limit w a s  kept  f o r  all  birth cohorts.  For these 25 years  which in 
general cover  the  period from immediately a f t e r  the w a r  t o  shortly a f t e r  the peak 
of the baby boom, the  concentration of reproduction decreased significantly. One 
major reason f o r  this w a s  t he  strong decrease in childlessness. Almost a quar te r  
of all women born 1921-1925 remained childless up t o  age 35, whereas f o r  the 
cohort  born 1941-1945 the comparable figure i s  only 12%. This phenomenon has 
been observed throughout Europe, and in all  countries studied the baby boom had 
been accompanied by a more even distribution of fertility and hence lower concen- 
tration. 
Table 18b r e f e r s  t o  more recent  fertility experience by constructing complet- 
ed parity distributions f o r  synthetic cohorts  based on parity-specific fertility 
rates. The estimation w a s  done by the means of a fertility table based on parity 
(see Lutz and Feichtinger 1985). The rates were calculated from a retrospective 
survey and pertain t o  the  average of the years  1977 t o  1980. For all  Austrian wom- 
en  the  estimates of completed parity distributions under the assumption of constant 
parity-specific behavior indicate t ha t  28% of the  women will remain childless and 
about one third will end up with two children. Only less than one percent  of all  wom- 
en will have six o r  more children. 
This distribution resul ts  in a mean number of children p e r  woman of 1.62 and a 
0.5 fract i le  of 0.23, i.e. a proportion of 23% of all women having half the children. 
This degree of concentration is significantly higher than tha t  f o r  cohorts  partici- 
pating in the baby boom. Our estimation shows tha t  t he  concentration of completed 
parity implied by the behavior of 1977-1980 will be equivalent to  tha t  of the birth 
cohorts  born in 1926-1930 although the  distributions a r e  quite different: fo r  the 
1926-1930 cohort  t he  relative variance originated t o  a higher extent from women 
with l a rge r  families than f o r  cu r r en t  period fertility where the high proportion of 
Table 18a. Concentration of ferti l i ty f o r  cohorts  of Austrian women (married and 
unmarried) born in 1921-1925 to 1941-1945 (bir ths  up t o  age  35). 
Mean number of Peraentage of 0.5 fractile 
Cohorts born ohildren per woman childless women (Haveha4f) 
1921-1925 1.65 24.1 0.21 
1926-1930 1.82 20.4 0.23 
Souroe of data: Haslinger (1985). 
Table 18b. Concentration of ferti l i ty by educational groups f o r  synthetic cohor t s  
of Austrian women, 1977-1980. Estimates based on period parity- 
specific ferti l i ty rates. 
Mean number of ahildren Peraentage of 0.5 fraotile 
per woman childless women (Haveha@ 
Austria total 1.62 27.9 0.23 
Highest education: 
Primary school 1.62 33.6 0.22 
Voaational school 1.62 20.6 0.27 
Secondary school 1.52 28.2 0.22 
University 1.95 34.0 0.19 
Souroe of data: Lutz (1965). 
childless women plays a crucial  role. 
Breakdowns of t he  Austrian female population by the highest completed educa- 
tion revea l  an interesting pat tern.  Fertility is  least  concentrated f o r  women tha t  
went to a vocational school because of t he  relatively low proportion (20%) of child- 
less  women in tha t  group. I t  i s  m o s t  concentrated among women with university de- 
grees .  Although w e  have to b e  cautious because of t h e  small number of such women 
in the  sample (n = 252), w e  find tha t  women with university training show an almost 
dichotomous behavior: on t h e  one hand, they have the  highest percentage of child- 
lessness (34%) among al l  groups; on the  o the r  hand, once they decide to have chil- 
d ren ,  they have significantly m o r e  than average.  This resul ts  in a concentration 
coefficient indicating tha t  1 9 X  of all  women have half the children. 
The resul ts  f o r  overall  period ferti l i ty in Austria hence may lead to the  as- 
sumption tha t  r ecen t  ferti l i ty pat terns ,  again, show a somewhat higher degree  of 
concentration than during the  time of the  post-World W a r  I1 baby boom. This in- 
crease in relative variance is not due to  some segments of the population with in- 
creased fertility but it is  a consequence of greater proportions of childless wom- 
en. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
W e  found t h a t  until a cer ta in  la te  s tage of t he  demographic transition process,  
lower ferti l i ty is  associated with a higher degree of concentration of reproduction 
among women. The m o s t  likely explanation f o r  this empirical finding i s  tha t  t he  in- 
troduction of b i r th  control  into a ferti l i ty regime tha t  used to b e  determined main- 
ly by fecundability tends to increase t he  relative variance in the  distribution. All 
of the  4 1  WFS countries studied in section 3 s e e m  to follow a t rend  towards t he  case 
of Portugal tha t  ha s  t he  lowest ferti l i ty and t h e  highest concentration. But al- 
ready in Portugal rural /urban differentials indicate a reversa l  of the  otherwise 
consistent positive association between the  havehawand  the  mean number of chil- 
d r en  p e r  woman. 
Portugal a l ready shows the  "new" pa t te rn  tha t  i s  found in all  modern Europe- 
an  societies. In o u r  societies t h e  distribution of family size desires  has  gained a 
leading role in determinating concentration. And since t he  distribution of des i re  
of family sizes i s  typically r a t h e r  even in modern societies, this  tends to resu l t  in 
lower concentration if des i re  and real i ty  are not too f a r  apa r t .  Hence contracep- 
tion sti l l  plays an  important instrumental role. Without contraception (and possibly 
abortion as another  means of b i r th  control) actual ferti l i ty would deviate substan- 
tially from the  r a t h e r  homogeneous desired family size distribution. In o the r  
words, b i r th  control in cer ta in  segments of society leads f i r s t  to increased concen- 
t ra t ion,  but  once contraception becomes almost universal and highly efficient con- 
centration tends to decline because of an approximation of actual family size to 
desired family size, a t  least  from the  side of excess fertility. Subfecundity and in- 
voluntary childlessness-further reasons f o r  increased concentration--on t h e  oth- 
er hand. are not directly linked to contraception. Hence, the  fu ture  t rend  of con- 
centration in reproduction will largely depend on two factors:  t he  prevalence of 
voluntary and involuntary childlessness, 
What are t he  consequences of concentration of reproduction among women on 
individuals and the  society as a whole? W e  may distinguish between demographic 
and non-demographic consequences. As discussed above, under a demographic per- 
spective higher  concentration leads to a higher  difference between mean family 
sizes f o r  mothers and mean family sizes for children. The mean size of t he  s i b s h i p  
from which children come is  always g r e a t e r  than or equal t o  t he  mean number of 
children p e r  mother because la rge  families g e t  g r e a t e r  weight when calculating 
the mean s i b s h i p  and childless women are not counted a t  all. If we assume tha t  t he  
size of one's family of origin has  implications f o r  one's socialization, t he  conse- 
quences of concentration become f a r  reaching. In the field of demographic conse- 
quences the  assumption tha t  mothers' and daughters' family sizes are positively 
correlated leads t o  the conclusion tha t  a higher degree of concentration in the  
mothers' generation ceteris par ibus  should resul t  in a higher mean ferti l i ty in the  
daughter 's  generation. This i s  because higher concentration at a given average 
level of fertility indicates tha t  more girls come from l a rge r  families and hence 
the i r  own ferti l i ty tends t o  be higher. This point is t rea ted  more extensively in 
Lutz and Wolf (1987). 
Other non-demographic consequences of higher concentration and therefore 
different socialization in the family of origin reach all  aspects  of society and cul- 
ture .  I t  might well influence basic attitudes such as whether the  majority of a gen- 
eration will tend towards individualism o r  collectivism, etc. The distribution of 
reproduction at a given ferti l i ty level also has immediate consequences on the  kind 
of housing demanded, on the usage of social benefits, on the distribution of wealth, 
and on the question of family support f o r  the elderly. In the care f o r  elderly i t  
makes a tremendous difference if every woman had a certain number of children o r  
if some women had all  the  children and o thers  had none. This also has consequences 
f o r  the  flow of wealth from one generation t o  another  and on the  opportunities f o r  
upward social mobility if different social s t r a t a  reproduce at different rates. 
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